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Abstract
Estimating and tracking the pose (position and orientation) of the camera
relative to an object is an important Computer Vision task with applications
ranging from Robotics to Augmented Reality. In a Robotics context, visual
servoing tasks require accurate pose estimation and tracking in real-time.
We propose a method for real-time, model-based, 3D object tracking in a
particle filter framework which incorporates the latest observation in the
proposal distribution. In contrast to many approaches which assume an
initial pose constraint, we seek to detect the object in the first frame and
estimate its pose. We do not rely on the availability of accurate CAD models,
but employ Multi-resolution Surfel Maps as a concise representation of object
shape and texture.
Inspired by object detection methods based on point pair features, we propose
a colour surfel pair feature as a means of describing the relative variations
in texture and shape of two surfels. By finding consistent arrangements of
surfel pairs in input scene and object model, we can detect the object and
estimate its pose in a Hough voting framework.
We evaluate our approach on a publicly available RGB-D Object Tracking
dataset, as well as on additional sequences captured for this thesis, and show
high rates of detection and good tracking performance with respect to different speeds of camera motion and occlusions
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1 | Introduction
The problem of tracking is one which spans many different fields of scientific
research, from mobile robot localization, to econometrics and target-tracking
applications. Put broadly, it is the problem of estimating the state of a system
given a set of observations accumulated over time.
In this thesis, we consider the problem of object pose estimation and tracking
in a joint framework such that prior knowledge of the initial pose is not
required. We present an approach to robustly detect objects in RGB-D
images and estimate their pose, which we then track under movement of the
camera or object.

Image: metaio (2013)
Figure 1.1: Object Detection and Tracking are crucial components in
Robotics and Augmented Reality systems.
Object detection and tracking are interrelated problems in Robotics and
Computer Vision research with a range of applications. In Robotics, an
obvious area of application is in mobile manipulation tasks, where visual
servoing is a common technique. This method is often used to enable a
mobile robot to manipulate objects in its environment based on sensory input
in the form of images.
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Augmented Reality (AR) is another area where visual detection and tracking
are of interest. In AR, models of objects or parts of the environment are
rendered and aligned in real-time with a view of the physical environment.
In both of these applications, accuracy and real-time performance are crucial.
This thesis is structured as follows. In the remainder of this chapter we
define the problem of interest and examine the state of the art with respect
to object detection, pose estimation and tracking. Finally we briefly present
our proposals.
In Chapter 2 we will thoroughly examine the scientific and mathematical
background related to 3D visual object pose estimation, and tracking, and
expand upon the most relevant related work. In Chapter 3, the main contributions of this thesis will be presented in detail, while in Chapter 4 we
assess the performance of our approach. Finally in Chapter 5 we present our
conclusions as well as ideas for subsequent work.

1.1

Problem Definition

In this thesis, we aim to estimate and track the time-varying 6 degree of
freedom (DoF) pose of a known rigid 3-dimensional object given a time series
of 3D image data acquired from an RGB-D camera.
We pose our problem as the estimation and tracking of the pose of the camera
with respect to a known object. Hence, in each frame the goal is to determine
the most likely camera pose xt given the observations z1:t . Furthermore, the
initial pose x0 is assumed to be unknown, and as such we also aim to detect
the object and estimate its pose in an unconstrained way.

1.2

Related Work

As evidenced by the surveys of Kragic and Vincze (2009) and Uchiyama et al.
(2012), object detection and tracking are highly active and productive areas
of research with a number of mature methods.
In this section we present a review of the state of art with respect to object
detection and tracking. We first consider the leading approaches to object detection based on 2D and 3D features, before looking at a number of methods
for visual object tracking.
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Object Detection and Pose Estimation

Research into solving the interrelated problems of visual object detection
and pose estimation has yielded a wide variety of techniques according to
the characteristics of the sensor data or the target application.
Most object detection systems are based on describing objects by a set of
features. Features can be global - describing the object as a whole - or local by distinctive parts of the object. Typical features are geometric primitives
such as corners, edges, or image patches resulting from an object’s texture or
shape. Detection is then achieved by establishing correspondences between
learned and observed features which can be used to establish the position
and orientation of the object in the image.
2D Image Features
In the area of 2D Vision, local invariant 2D features such as SIFT (Lowe,
1999) or SURF (Bay et al., 2008), which describe the local texture surrounding interest points in the image, have been widely and successfully
applied for the detection and pose estimation of textured objects. Such local
features have generally outperformed global template-matching approaches,
especially in robustness to partial occlusions.
In the MOPED (Martinez et al., 2010) framework, a 3D object model comprising SIFT features is learned from images captured from different viewpoints, while efficient detection and pose estimation is achieved in large object
databases by leveraging GPU acceleration.
Methods which rely solely on an object’s texture, may however prove to be
less robust when considering objects with limited texture.
3D Image Features
With the advent of affordable, high-quality depth sensors, a considerable
amount of attention has been given to incorporating geometric features for
object detection. Such features typically describe the local geometry of a
surface point in terms of surface curvature and normals, and have been successfully incorporated to detect objects and estimate their pose in Hough
voting or RANSAC frameworks.
In Wahl et al. (2003), Surflet-pair histograms are proposed as a compact representation of 3D objects by the distribution of geometric relations between
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pairs of surface points. On a similar theme, Rusu et al. (2009) proposed
Point Feature Histograms (PFH) as a local geometric feature describing the
variations in geometry in the neighbourhood of a point, while Hinterstoisser
et al. (2012) construct object templates of 2D and 3D features.
Approaches based on Point-pair features (PPF) (Drost et al., 2010; Papazov and Burschka, 2011) detect and localize 3D objects by finding locally
consistent arrangements of point pairs through Hough Voting or RANSAC.
Several enhancements to the descriptive power of PPFs have been proposed
using visibility context (Kim and Medioni, 2011), contours (Choi et al., 2012)
or colour (Choi and Christensen, 2012b).

1.2.2

Real-time Object Tracking

Object tracking is a research area with a rich body of literature, as illustrated
by the survey of Lepetit and Fua (2005). While there are a multitude of
approaches to the problem, they can be broadly grouped into techniques
which consider the temporal constraints between frames (recursive tracking),
and those which attempt to detect the object in each frame individually
(detection-based tracking).
Most tracking approaches can be further classified by the means of object
representation. Model-based methods employ an explicit model of the object
shape, which may also describe texture (e.g. CAD, geometric or learned 3D
models), whereas Appearance-based methods describe the object in terms of
2D or 3D features (e.g. edges, points etc.). In both cases the goal is to
find the optimum alignment of the model elements or features with those
occurring in the image.
1.2.2.1

Recursive Tracking

The leading approaches to tracking which consider the temporal constraints
between frames are mostly based either upon optimization techniques or
Bayesian filtering.
Optimization Techniques
Tracking by optimization typically involves iteratively refining the previous
pose estimate, often by employing non-linear least squares minimization techniques such as the Newton-Rhapson or Levenberg-Marquadt methods.
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The early model-based method of Harris (1993) was based on aligning projected model edges with those observed in the scene, and has inspired a multitude of edge-based trackers. In Drummond and Cipolla (2002) and Comport
et al. (2004) real-time model-based tracking is achieved by using Iteratively
Re-weighted Least Squares (IRLS) to align model edges in the image. Edges
and texture information are combined in the approach of Vacchetti et al.
(2004) to facilitate tracking of textured and textureless objects.
In Stückler and Behnke. (2012), Multi-Resolution Surfel Maps (MRSMaps)
are proposed as a compact and efficient representation for aggregated RGB-D
images. In an efficient SLAM method, RGB-D data is registered incrementally in order to build indoor maps or 3D object models, while real-time
tracking is achieved by recursively optimizing the current pose estimate.
Bayesian filtering
Bayesian filtering has been among the most popular choices for tracking for
decades. The Kalman filter and its variants, as well as the Particle filter have
been widely adopted realizations of the Bayesian framework.
Since the introduction of the Bootstrap filter (Gordon et al., 1993), and especially the Condensation algorithm of Isard and Blake (1998), the application
of Monte Carlo sampling to Bayesian estimation has been widely used for
visual tracking. Particle filtering techniques are particularly attractive for
this purpose due to their flexibility in coping with arbitrary noise characteristics and non-linear motion and observation models. Moreover the multihypothesis nature of particle filters has increased robustness by admitting
multiple correspondences.
Several works explicitly handle the changing appearance of a moving object,
by employing machine learning methods to adapt a classifier over time (Ross
et al., 2008; Grabner et al., 2006), while depth information has been exploited
to estimate the 3D object position (García et al., 2012).
Appearance-based tracking has also been proposed in Kwon and Park (2010),
where tracking of 2D object templates is achieved using a particle filter modelled on the Af f (2) group with auto-regressive state dynamics.
Model-based approaches have also been applied in a particle filter framework.
Klein and Murray (2006) exploit the GPU to render visible edges which are
tracked using an annealed particle filter. In Choi and Christensen (2011,
2012a) edge-based tracking of textured and textureless objects is achieved
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while modelling the state evolution on the SE(3) Group with autoregressive
dynamics.
1.2.2.2

Detection-based Tracking

In contrast to the techniques described above, Tracking by Detection does
not consider the temporal constraints between successive frames, but rather
aims to estimate the object pose in each frame individually. Tracking by
detection is a relatively new concept, arising from the advent of efficient
object detection algorithms, advances in computational technology and the
exploitation of parallel processing on GPUs to achieve real-time performance.
In Lepetit and Fua (2006) frame-rate detection and pose estimation is
achieved by employing fast key-point matching and a random-tree classifier
learned using a 3D object model in a training phase. Fast keypoint detection
is also a feature of Ozuysal et al. (2010), where random ferns are learned
off-line and online in order to perform fast detection and pose estimation.
Skrypnyk and Lowe (2004) proposed detection-based tracking with invariant
features for Augmented Reality.
In general, however, taking account of the previous estimate yields a strong
prior for determining the object’s pose in the current frame, and yields better
temporal coherence of the estimated trajectory.

1.2.3

Combined Pose Estimation and Tracking

While the related problems of object detection, pose estimation and tracking
have seen a wealth of research, few works have specifically addressed integrated solutions, with most tracking approaches assuming that the initial
pose is known.
Prisacariu and Reid (2012) present an approach to real-time 3D object segmentation and tracking by aligning contours between model and scene, while
high frame rates are achieved by leveraging parallel processing on GPUs.
In Choi and Christensen (2011) initial pose hypotheses are extracted by
matching keypoint features, while tracking proceeds by matching points on
the edges of a projected wireframe model with those in the image. Choi and
Christensen (2012a) define edge-templates which are matched in the image
in order to identify initial pose candidates, these are then refined using an
annealed particle filter.
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Discussion

While there there has been a wealth of research into the very related problems
of object detection, pose estimation and tracking, few integrated approaches
have been proposed.
For applications such as Robotics and Augmented Reality, 6-DoF pose estimation and tracking is of particular interest. In this context, model-based
methods tend to offer the highest performance in terms of accuracy, however
it may also be advantageous to model objects’ texture. Most model-based
methods assume an object can be described by geometric shapes, or require
CAD models which may not be available, or are time-consuming to create.
In terms of detection, leveraging depth information, where available, can
result in accurate pose estimates, while texture remains an important cue.
For tracking, optimization methods promise accuracy, while filtering techniques lend robustness and multi-hypothesis tracking, which allows for refinement of initial pose estimates. However most methods assume external
initialization.
Few approaches have combined 6-DoF pose estimation and tracking for
learned 3D object models. With this in mind, in this thesis we will be concerned with detecting 3D objects in RGB-D images, estimating their position
and orientation, and robustly tracking the pose of the camera.
We propose to extend learned object models (based on the MRSMap representation) with pair features which describe local shape and texture. Moreover, we will track the object with a particle filter which incorporates the
latest observation in the proposal distribution.

1.3

Voting-based Object Pose Estimation
and Improved Proposal Particle Filter
Tracking

We propose a method for the estimation and tracking of the 6-DoF pose of
known 3D objects. Our method does not rely on the availability of accurate
CAD models, instead we employ the MRSMap framework of Stückler and
Behnke. (2012) in order to learn 3D object models in multiple resolutions.
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We extend this representation with Surfel-pair features which describe the
variations in shape and texture between two Surfels. By matching such
features between an input scene map and the model, we establish hypotheses
for the object pose in an efficient voting framework.
The pose hypotheses serve as initialization for a particle filter tracker in
which the state dynamics are modelled on the Euclidean Group, and which
incorporates an efficient registration method to yield improved proposal distributions.

2 | Background
In this chapter we explore the theoretical and mathematical background associated with the problem of 3D visual object detection, pose estimation and
tracking, and examine the related work in more detail.
This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 2.1 we consider the characteristics of RGB-D sensors and the data they provide, while in Section 2.2
we look at Multi-resolution Surfel Maps for representing and aggregating
RGB-D images. In Section 2.3 we examine at rigid body motion and pose
representation, while in Section 2.4 we explore the problem of tracking in
detail, especially from the point of view of Bayesian filtering, and with particular emphasis on the Particle Filter. Finally, in Section 2.5 we consider
3D object detection and pose estimation by matching point pairs in a voting
framework.

2.1

Image Acquisition with RGB-D Sensors

Affordable, light and compact sensors which yield RGB and dense depth
images (such as the Microsoft Kinect (Microsoft, 2013) or ASUS Xtion Pro
Live (ASUS, 2013)) have gained popularity in recent years and have been
applied to a variety of vision-related problems, from human pose estimation
to Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping (SLAM).
In this section we examine the characteristics of such sensors, including their
strengths and weaknesses. We first provide a brief overview of the two main
types of RGB-D sensors, before looking at the particular characteristics of
they data they provide.
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Overview of RGB-D Sensors

RGB-D sensors generally either use a structured light or time of flight (ToF)
technique in order to produce a depth map of the scene.
The Microsoft Kinect and ASUS Xtion Pro Live RGB-D cameras both feature sensing technology which employs the structured light depth estimation
technique. This technique involves projecting a known pattern of infrared
(IR) dots into the scene, the infrared light is reflected by objects in the field
of view and captured by a CMOS sensor. The captured signal is then compared to a calibrated reference map in order to produce a depth map of the
scene.

IR Emitter

Colour Sensor

IR Depth Sensor

Figure 2.1: The ASUS Xtion Pro Live RGB-D Camera. Image adapted
from ASUS (2013)
In the case of ToF cameras, the depth is computed by projecting light into
the scene and measuring the time of arrival of reflected light captured by a
suitable sensor.
The lower relative cost of structured light sensors, as well as attractive features such as high resolution and relatively high frame rates has seen their
wide adoption at the expense of the traditionally more costly ToF sensors.
With this in mind, in the next section we consider the particular characteristics of structured light depth sensors.

2.1.2

Characteristics of RGB-D Sensor Data

The Asus Xtion Pro Live is capable of producing RGB images at resolutions
up to 1280x1024, and depth images up to 640x480 at 30Hz. The depth sensor
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(a) Colour image

(b) Depth image

(c) Point cloud

Figure 2.2: Top: Example RGB and Depth images captured using an Asus
Xtion Pro Live. Bottom: Corresponding pointcloud generated
according to eq. 2.1
has an operating range of approximately 0.8m - 3.5m with a field of view of
58◦ horizontal and 45◦ vertical.
One important characteristic of this type of depth sensor is that the accuracy
of depth measurements decreases with distance from the sensor. This is a
typical phenomenon of stereo vision cameras. In fact, the error in depth
determination is related quadratically to the distance of the object from the
sensor (ROS, 2012).
The RGB and Depth images are registered, allowing the determination of
the depth and colour for each pixel. However, due to the offset of the RGB
and depth sensors, there will be parts of an object for which there are colour
measurements but not depth, resulting in “holes" in the depth map. The
offset of the IR emitter and the depth sensor means that some portions of
the scene may be illuminated but not observed due to occlusion, and vice
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versa.
The particular textural properties of objects in the scene can be another
source of errors. Reflective, and transparent materials can also pose problems
for this type of sensor since the specular properties of such surfaces mean that
light is not reflected back to the sensor.

2.1.3

RGB-D Data Representations

RGB-D sensors typically yield an 8-bit RGB color and a depth image, which
have a pixel-wise correspondence. The colour point cloud is a convenient 3dimensional image format which combines both RGB and depth data, with
each point having an XYZ coordinate and RGB color value.
Given an aligned RGB image I and depth image D of width w and height
h, the xyz point coordinates for a pixel with coordinates u, v are given by:
cx = w/2
cy = h/2
z = D(u, v)
y = u − cy · z · f

(2.1)
−1

x = v − cx · z · f −1
according the pinhole camera model, where f is the focal length of the colour
camera.
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Multi-resolution Object Modelling with
Surfel Maps

On of the key challenges brought about by dense depth sensors is how to efficiently process and store the data they provide. One approach is to aggregate
points into a more compact format to allow for efficient storage and computations. In this section we consider Multi-Resolution Surfel Maps (MRSMaps)
as just such a compact representation.
For this work, we build upon the Multi-Resolution Surfel Map (MRSMap)
framework for RGB-D image aggregration of Stückler and Behnke. (2012)
(Code: Stückler (2013)). MRSMaps allow for the efficient aggregation of
RGB-D image data in order to build consistent models of objects and scenes
with a multi-resolution representation of shape and texture.

2.2.1

Octrees: Representing spatial data

The octree is a hierarchical data structure which is ideal for the multiresolution representation of 3D spatial data. Octrees describe a volume of
3-dimensional space (a voxel) by a structure of nodes, where each internal
tree node divides its volume equally among exactly 8 children.

(a) Octree decomposition of the space
occupied by a 3D rabbit model. Image: Lefebvre et al. (2005)

(b) Subdivision of a unit cube into octants

Figure 2.3: Octrees make for efficient use of space by different levels of
granularity.
Octrees are very memory efficient since different regions of space can be
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represented by different maximum resolutions. This property is particularly
useful when we are only interested in the detail of specific regions of the
space (i.e. those regions occupied by objects), or when the properties of the
data are such that the level of accuracy is not constant (as is the case with
RGB-D images from range sensors such as those presented in Section 2.1).
The tree structure makes for efficient range queries and lookups of individual
voxels and it is possible to perform constant time lookups to the neighbours
of a given voxel.

2.2.2

Surfels

Surfels (Surf ace elements) are a representation of the shape and textural
properties of a surface patch. In Stückler and Behnke. (2012), surfels are
defined by statistics which describe the distribution of colour and shape in
the region.
Surfels model the spatial and textural properties of a volume by maintaining
the joint distribution of 3D point coordinates and colour in a 6D distribution
which models, not only the distribution of spatial and colour data, but also
the spatial distribution of colour. This distribution is approximated by the
sample mean and covariance of points contributing to a surfel, while the the
use of the sufficient statistics
S (P) =

X
p∈P

p and S 2 (P) =

X

ppT

(2.2)

p∈P

allows for the efficient aggregration
of a set of points P, where p = [x, y, z, L, α, β] (described below).
Colour is described in the Luminance-Alpha-Beta colour space (Lαβ), which
has the advantage of providing a separation of the Luminance value L, from
chrominance values α and β, representing the colour in terms of the red-green
and blue-yellow spectrums, which are largely invariant to illumination.
The Lαβ space representation of a colour can be computed simply and efficiently from the RGB representation as follows:
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(max{R, G, B} + min{R, G, B}) ∈ [0, 1]
2
1
1
α = R − G − B ∈ [−1, 1]
2 " √ √ #
√ 2
3
3 3
β=
(G − B) ∈ −
,
2
2 2
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L=

(2.3)

Figure 2.4: RGB and Lαβ values of two colours
Furthermore, to allow to aid in data association, a Shape-Texture descriptor
is computed for each Surfel, describing the shape and texture in its local
context. The descriptor is computed by pairing a Surfel with its neighbours
and constructing histograms of spatial and colour statistics.

2.2.3

Map Representation

The MRSMap representation is based on an octree structure, with each octree
node comprising up to 6 Surfels corresponding to the orthogonal viewing
directions of a unit cube. Hence MRSMaps are capable of representing a
full-view model of an object’s surface.
Image content is efficiently distributed in the map by aggregating the values
of points in regions of coherent depth in the image which map to the same
octree node, and updating the sufficient statistics of the affected surfels. This
technique radically reduces the number of octree node lookups and Surfel
updates compared to inserting points individually.
Furthermore, MRSMaps explicitly handle the particular characteristics of
depth data from RGB-D sensors by limiting the maximum resolution for
octree nodes which are further from the sensor, and by detecting virtual
borders caused by missing depth information as the result of occlusion.
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Registration

A pair of MRSMaps are registered by determining the maximum likelihood
transformation between source and target. The registration method is related
to the Iterative Closest Point Algorithm (ICP) for aligning two sets of points.
Hence the registration iterates association and estimation steps in order to
find the optimal alignment.
2.2.4.1

Data Association

First, the data association between surfels in the maps is determined on
multiple resolutions by starting at the finest resolution, and using the current
camera pose estimate.
A data association between surfels is established if it is the best fit association
determined by a combination of the Euclidean distance, and the difference
in the Shape-Texture descriptors.
This association process is made efficient by associating nodes first on finer
resolutions, and not associating nodes with a successfully associated child.
Moreover as the registration process is iterative, efficiency gains can be made
by finding the best association among the neighbours of a previous association.
2.2.4.2

Observation Likelihood

Registration of a source map ms constructed from an RGB-D image z to a
target map mm involves finding the pose which maximizes the observation
likelihood p (z| x, mm ). This likelihood is determined by the matching likelihood between source and target, given the pose x, and the set of surfel
associations A:
p (ms | x, mm ) =

Y

p (ss,i | x, sm,j )

(2.4)

(i,j)∈A

where ss,i = (µs,i , Σs,i ), sm,j = (µm,j , Σm,j ) are associated surfels. The observation likelihood of a surfel match is given by:
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p (ss,i | x, sm,j ) = N (d (i, j; x) ; 0, Σi,j (x))
d (i, j; x) = µm,j − T (x) µs,i

(2.5)

T

Σi, j (x) = Σm,j + R (x) Σs,i R (x)

The aim of registration is to minimize the error in the estimated pose, hence
optimizing the log likelihood:
log (|Σi,j (x)|) + d (i, j; x)T Σ−1
i,j (x)d (i, j; x)

X

L (x) =

(2.6)

(i,j)∈A

In this context registration is a non-linear least-squares optimization problem. In Appendix A.1 we consider a number of approaches to problems of
this form.
2.2.4.3

MRSMap Registration with the Levenberg Marquadt
Method

In Stückler and Behnke (2013) the registration is carried out by first performing Levenberg Marquadt optimization in order to efficiently resolve larger
misalignments, before refinement with Newton’s method.
Given a set of surfel associations A, we aim to find the pose x? which maximizes the likelihood p (ms | x, mm ) of the latest observation (Eq. 2.4 ). Hemce
the procedure is to iteratively adjust the parameters of x to find:
x? = argminx eT (x) W e (x)

(2.7)

where, e (x) is a vector of residuals, and W is a weighting matrix.
e (x) is given by the residuals of associated surfels, e (x) = [d (a; x)]a∈A , while
the weighting matrix is block diagonal, with the following form:


0
..
.

Wa2
..
.

···
..
.
...

0

0

0

Wa1

W = diag



{wa Σ−1
a (x)}a∈A





=




0

0



0
..
.
Wam








(2.8)

where wa = τ − df eat. (a) is a measure of the similarity in the shape-texture
features of the associated surfels.
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In each iteration the parameters are updated according to:
−1



x0 = x + JT W J + λI

JT W e (x)

(2.9)

where the Jacobian J = {Ja (x)}a∈A is given by stacking the individual Ja∂T
(x) µs,a . In this way, eq. 2.9 is composed of
cobians per association, Ja =
∂x
sums over surfel associations:

JT W J =

X

JTa Wa Ja

a∈A
T

J W e (x) =

X

JTa Wa d (a; x)

(2.10)

a∈A

Eq. 2.9 is evaluated iteratively and reassociation takes place if the updates
converge below a threshold. The optimization is terminated when the parameters of the pose no longer change, or a theshold on the number of iterations
is reached.

2.2.5

Tracking with MRSMaps

Real-time tracking of the camera pose with respect to a learned object model
is also achieved in the MRSMap framework. In each frame, the pose is optimized by aggregating the latest RGB-D image in a scene map and registering
it towards the object model.
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Pose Representation

As stated in the introduction, we pose our problem as that of finding the
most likely pose of the camera with respect to an object model in a world
reference frame which we refer to as W . The movement of the camera relative
to W follows a rigid body trajectory.
In this section, we briefly introduce the fundamentals of Rigid Body Motions,
their properties and representations. As the space of Rigid Body Motions
constitutes a Lie Group, we explore the theory of Lie Groups, Lie Algebras
and in particular the Special Orthogonal and Euclidean Groups in Appendix
A.2
We present here the main concepts required for understanding the problems
of pose estimation and tracking from a geometric point of view, a much more
in-depth look at the topic can be found in Ma et al. (2004).

2.3.1

Rigid Body Motion

For a rigid body X ⊂ R3 , a rigid body motion is a mapping g : R3 → R3
which satisfies:
1. Preservation of distances: kg (p) − g (q) k = kp − qk ∀p, q ∈ R3
2. Preservation of vector cross-product: g∗ (u × v) = g∗ (u) × g∗ (v) ∀ vectors u, v ∈ R3
These properties imply the additional properties of preservation of angles,
and preservation of orientation (handedness).
Hence a rigid body motion can be described by the motion of a coordinate
frame attached to a fixed point on the body. The rigid body configuration
is then described by the translation and rotation of this coordinate frame
relative to some world frame.

2.3.2

Properties of Rigid Body Motion

We have now introduced a representation, and a minimal parameterization
for rigid body motions. With these formalisms in hand, we now return to the
problem at hand, tracking the movement of a camera or other rigid object
with respect to some fixed coordinate frame.
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As briefly introduced at the start of this section, we can represent the configuration of the camera with respect to a world frame W , with origin ow by
choosing a fixed point oc and attaching a right-handed coordinate system C.
If we assume W to have axes given by the right-handed orthonormal basis
vectors e1 , e2 , e3 , and the displacement between W and C describes a rigid
body motion g, then the pose of configuration of the camera consists of two
components:
1. t: the vector from ow to oc . This is the translation of the camera with
respect to the model frame.
2. R: the relative orientation of
h the axes of
i C with respect to W , given
by the rotation matrix R = u v w
where u = g ∗ (e1 ), v = g ∗ (e2 ), w = g ∗ (e3 )
This rotation and translation allow us to express the coordinates of a point
relative to C. Fig. 2.5 illustrates how coordinate systems W and C are
related by a rigid body motion gwc = (Rwc , twc ). gwc transforms coordinates
expressed relative to C to coordinates relative to W . For a point p with
coordinates vc relative to C, we can determine its coordinates vw with respect
to W by:
vw = gwc ∗ (vc ) = Rwc vc + twc
(2.11)

Figure 2.5: Coordinate systems W and C related by a rigid-body motion
g
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The rotation and translation operations can be combined by constructing a
4 × 4 homogeneous transformation matrix Twc of the form:
"

Twc =

Rwc twc
0
1

#

(2.12)

We can then represent the coordinate transform of eq. 2.11 by:
vw = Twc vc

(2.13)

We consider now the trajectory of the camera moving in a world frame,
g (t) : R → SE(3), the configuration of the camera at time t represents the
relative displacement between the world frame W and the camera frame C,
and is given by g(t) = (R (t) , t (t)).
The relative displacement between two configurations of the camera at times
t1 , t2 is given by g (t2 , t1 ) = g(t2 )−1 g (t1 ), and consecutive transformations can
be composed according to: g (t3 , t1 ) = g (t3 , t2 ) g (t2 , t1 )

2.3.3

Alternative representations for Rotations

In the previous section we have seen how a rotation can be defined by a
3 × 3 rotation matrix R ∈ SO(3), which can in turn be parameterized by a 3
coordinate vector ω ∈ so(3).
However, there are a number of other parameterizations available. For example one can define any rotation by the axis, given by a unit vector ê and
angle of rotation, given by θ. These two components can be combined by
e
, θ = kek. In this case e ∈ so(3) and
choosing a vector e such that ê =
kek
the associated rotation matrix R is, as we have seen, given by: R = ee = eêθ .
Euler angles represent rotations by three composed rotations around a single
axis, and are described by 3 parameters - the angles of rotation. However the
different conventions of moving vs. fixed axes, combined with the different
ordering schemes, and the existence of singularities known as Gimbal lock
make this representation somewhat disadvantageous.
2.3.3.1

Quaternions

Quaternions in general are numbers of the form q = q0 + q1 i + q2 j + q3 k where
i, j, k satisfy i2 = j 2 = k 2 = ijk = −1, and can be represented as q = (s, v) by
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a scalar part s = q0 , and a vector part v = [q1 , q2 , q3 ].
The quaternion conjugate is given by q̄ = (s, −v), and its inverse by
q̄
2
2
2
2
2
q −1 =
2 , where kqk = q q̄ = q0 + q1 + q2 + q3 .
kqk
Of particular interest is the representation of rotations by unit quaternions
(those with kqk = 1). Unit quaternions are a means of encoding an axis-angle
representation by four coordinates, consisting of a scalar part, and a vector
part q = (s, v).
For a rotation given by the axis ê = [ex , ey , ez ]T and angle θ, the corresponding
quaternion is given by:
! "

!

!

θ
θ
θ
θ
, ex sin
, ey sin
, ez sin
q = (s, v) = cos
2
2
2
2

!#!

(2.14)

Quaternions can be composed by quaternion multiplication, which is defined
as:
q1 q2 = (s1 , v1 ) · (s2 , v2 ) = (s1 s2 − v1 · v2 , s1 v2 + s2 v1 + v1 × v2 )

(2.15)

As with the composition of rotation matrices, quaternion composition is associative but not commutative. Rotation of a vector is defined by: Tq (v) = qv q̄.
Quaternions are widely applied due their compact format, simple operations,
their relation to angle-axis representation, and their freedom from gimbal lock
(vis-à-vis Euler angles).
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Stochastic Filtering: A Framework for
Sequential State Estimation

In this section we will explore the theoretical and mathematical background
of the tracking problem and a general statistical framework in which it can
be solved.
We provide a formal context for tracking in the form of a general stochastic
process which we want to estimate over time. We then explore a stochastic
filtering framework for solving the estimation problem, with particular focus
on Bayesian filtering methods. We look in detail at the key concepts, and
refer the reader to Chen (2003) for a more comprehensive insight.
The problem of tracking, or sequential state estimation is broadly that of
inferring the state of a time-varying process given a series of noisy or partial
observations of the states. Such processes are often considered to be stochastic processes, in which the state and observations are modelled as series of
X - and Z-valued random variables X and Z respectively, where X denotes
the state space, and Z the observation space.
In the discrete time domain, we denote such a process by X1:n = {Xt : t ∈
{1, . . . , n}} and the observations by Z1:n = {Zt : t ∈ {1, . . . , n}}. Likewise we
denote the sets of true states and measured observations as x1:n and z1:n
respectively.
In such a stochastic system, we can relate the transition between successive
states, and relate states to observations in a dynamic state space representation. The discrete-time transition between states xt may be described as
in eq. 2.16 (where f is the possibly non-linear state transition function, and
wt the process noise). Observations zt of the state are described by eq. 2.17
(where h is the possibly non-linear measurement function and vt the measurement noise).

xt = f (xt−1 ) + wt
zt = h (xt ) + vt

(2.16)
(2.17)

In this way we can characterize the system with probability density functions
(pdfs). The pdf p(xt | xt−1 ), is the state transition density, and describes
the probability of the state at time t being xt , given the previous state
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xt−1 . Similarly p(zt | xt−1 ) describes the probability of observing zt given
the current state xt , and is known as the measurement likelihood.
These formalisms are the basis of stochastic filtering. In filtering we wish to
obtain optimal estimates of the state of the system over time, given all the
measurements observed up until that time. I.e. we wish to find the conditional posterior density over the states given the observed data: p (xt | z1:t ).
The most popular method for computing or estimating the posterior density
are based upon a core Bayesian filtering framework. In the next section
we introduce the concepts of Bayesian statistics and derive the Bayes filter
formulae.

2.4.1

Recursive Bayesian Estimation

The well-known Bayes rule (Eq. 2.18), allows us to formulate a posterior
probability p (X | Y ) in terms of the prior probability p (X), the likelihood
p (Y | X) and the evidence p (Y ).
p (X | Y ) =

p (Y | X) p (X)
p (Y )

(2.18)

This rule is the basis of the recursive Bayes filter. The Bayes filter provides a solution to the stochastic estimation problem under the assumption
that the system follows a first-order Markov process (Markov assumption):
p (xt | x0:t−1 ) = p (xt | xt−1 ).
We can introduce our quantities of interest into the Bayes formula, and by
introducing z1:t−1 , we can represent the posterior density in terms of the
observation likelihood p (zt | xt ) and the prediction given all data observed
until the previous time step p (xt | z1:t−1 ).
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p (z1:t | xt ) p (xt )
p (z1:t )
p (zt , z1:t−1 | xt ) p (xt )
p (zt , z1:t−1 )
p (zt | z1:t−1 , xt ) p (z1:t−1 | xt ) p (xt )
p (zt | z1:t−1 ) p (z1:t−1 )
p (zt | z1:t−1 , xt ) p (xt | z1:t−1 ) p (z1:t−1 ) p (xt )
p (zt | z1:t−1 ) p (z1:t−1 ) p (xt )
p (zt | xt ) p (xt | z1:t−1 )
p (zt | z1:t−1 )

(2.19)

By introducing a marginalising integral into the prior and evidence terms we
obtain the recursive formulation of the Bayes filter in terms of the filtered
output of the previous time step.
p (zt | xt ) p (xt | xt−1 ) p (xt−1 | zt−1 ) dxt−1
R
p (xt | z1:t ) =
p (zt | xt ) p (xt | z1:t−1 ) dxt
R
p (zt | xt ) p (xt | xt−1 ) p (xt−1 | zt−1 ) dxt−1
R
=R
p (zt | xt ) p (xt | xt−1 ) p (xt−1 | zt−1 ) dxt−1 dxt
R

∝ p (zt | xt )
|

{z

filtering

Z

(2.20)

p (xt | xt−1 ) p (xt−1 | zt−1 ) dxt−1

}|

{z

prediction

}

Hence we have a framework for computing the posterior density
p (xt | z1:t ) in a recursive manner in terms of the prediction density computed
from the filtering output of the previous step p (xt−1 | zt−1 ), the state transition density p (xt | xt−1 ), and by filtering with the likelihood p (zt | xt ) of the
latest observation.
Despite its recursive formulation, the Bayes filter does represent a practical algorithm for computing the posterior density, since its computation is
intractible in all but the most trivial of cases.
2.4.1.1

Bayes Filters in Practice

Kalman Filter
The Kalman filter is a practical implementation of the recursive Bayes filter in
the case that state transition and measurement functions are constrained to
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be linear functions of the state, and when the process and measurement noise
is normally-distributed with known mean and covariance. Under these constraints the Kalman filter estimates the state xt which maximizes p (xt | z1:t )
– the Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimate, and has been shown to be
optimal for Linear Gaussian applications.
Most dynamical systems, however, do not satisfy the Linear Gaussian constraints. Often both the state transition and measurement functions feature
heavy non-linearities. Observations from visual sensors possess many sources
of non-linearity – a particularly obvious example being occlusion. Although
variations on the Kalman filter have been proposed which deal with these
non-linear functions, large non-linearities can cause the filter to diverge.
Particle Filter
The particle filter is a non-parametric realisation of sequential Bayesian estimation based on Monte Carlo sampling techniques, and is flexible enough to
handle non-linear state transition and measurement functions and arbitrary
noise densities. In the next section we will explore the particle filter and its
derivation in more detail.

2.4.2

Particle Filtering Techniques

The particle filter is the result of the application of Monte Carlo sampling
techniques to the recursive Bayesian estimation framework.
In contrast to the Kalman filter, in which the posterior density is represented
in a parametric way by the mean and covariance of a normal distribution,
the Particle filter approximates the posterior by a number of independent
and identically distributed samples of the underlying distribution.
We denote the set of particles at time t by:
(0)

(1)

(N )

Xt = {xt , xt , . . . , xt

}

We concentrate on the so-called Sampling Importance Resampling (SIR) particle filter in which particles are drawn from a proposal distribution q (x),
weighted via the importance sampling approach, and finally resampled proportional to the particle weights.
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Monte Carlo Sampling

Given a random variable x with pdf p (x), and a function f (x) whose value
we wish to estimate, The expected value of f (x) is given by:
E [f (x)] =

Z

f (x) p (x) dx

(2.21)

x

Monte Carlo techniques approximate this quantity by considering a number
of i.i.d. random variables {x(1) , . . . , x(N ) } drawn from p (x). Given this sequence of random samples of p (x), the Monte Carlo estimate of eq. 2.21 is
given by:
N


1 X
f x(i)
EM C(N ) [f (x)] =
N i=1

2.4.2.2

(2.22)

Importance Sampling

Importance Sampling is a technique which aims to concentrate samples in
the “important” areas of the target distribution p(x). Since it is often not
possible to draw samples directly from this distribution, the approach of
Importance Sampling is to consider an alternative, related distribution q(x),
known as the proposal, from which it is possible to draw samples, under the
assumption that p(x) > 0 → q(x) > 0.
Considering again eq. 2.21, we can rewrite the integral using q(x) and a
p (x)
weight W (x) =
which accounts for the difference between p(x) and
q (x)
q(x).
E [f (x)] =

Z

f (x) W (x) q (x) dx

(2.23)

x

The Importance sampling technique estimates this value using a sequence of
Monte Carlo samples drawn from the proposal distribution q(x).
N


X
1
(i)
(i)
W
f
x
(i)
i=1 W
i=1

EIS(N ) [f (x)] = PN

(2.24)
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p(x(i) )
.
q(x(i) )

Sequential Importance Sampling

With the aim of achieving a sequential importance sampling method, we can
rewrite the posterior density p(x0:t | z1:t ) in a factorized form:

p(x0:t | z1:t ) = p(xt | x0:t−1 , z1:t )p(x0:t−1 | z1:t−1 )
p(zt | xt )p(xt | xt−1 )
p(x0:t−1 | z1:t−1 )
=
p(zt | z1:t−1 )

(2.25)

The proposal can be factorized in a similar way:
q(x0:t | z1:t ) = q(xt | x0:t−1 , z1:t )q(x0:t−1 | z1:t−1 )

(2.26)

In this way we can derive a recursive form for the importance weights:

(i)

(i)
Wt

=

p(x0:t | z1:t )
(i)

q(x0:t | z1:t )
(i)

∝

(i)

(i)

(i)

p(zt | xt )p(xt | xt−1 )p(x0:t−1 | z1:t−1 )
(i)

(i)

(i)

q(xt | x0:t−1 , z1:t )q(x0:t−1 | z1:t−1 )
(i)

∝

(i)

(i)

p(zt | xt )p(xt | xt−1 )
(i)
q(xt

(2.27)

(i)
| x0:t−1 , z1:t )

(i)

Wt−1

If we assume that the current state is independent of all previous observa(i)
(i)
(i)
(i)
tions, given the latest observation, i.e. q(xt | x0:t−1 , zt ) = q(xt | x0:t−1 , z1:t )
then we can rewrite eq. 2.27 for estimating the posterior for only the latest
state, hence the weights become:
(i)

Wti

=

(i)

(i)

p(zt | xt )p(xt | xt−1 )
(i)
q(xt

(i)
| x0:t−1 , zt )

(i)

Wt−1

(2.28)
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The Sampling Importance Resampling (SIR) Particle
Filter

The Sequential Importance Sampling filter provides a means of estimating
the posterior, and provided the proposal is sufficiently close to the target distribution, the estimate converges to the true value as the number of particles
goes to infinity.
After successive iterations of the SIS filter, often we have many particles
with very low weight, and only a few with large weight. Hence the meaningful region of the target distribution is covered by only few particles, which
can introduce large errors into the estimate. This phenomenon is known as
particle depletion.
In order to avoid particle depletion, we can discard samples of very low
weight, and duplicate particles of high weight in order to focus particles
in the important regions of the target distribution. This process is known
as resampling, and involves drawing, with replacement, samples from the
particle set with probability of drawing a particle proportional to the weight
of each particle.
I.e. we draw new particles from the discrete approximation of the density
p (xt | z1:t ) defined by the weighted particle set:
p (xt | z1:t ) ≈

n
X

(i)
Wt δ



(i)
xt − x t



i=1

2.4.2.5

Choice of Proposal Distribution

The choice of proposal distribution is an important consideration in particle filtering techniques. The optimal proposal distribution is given by
q = p (xt | z1:t ), however usually there is no closed form solution for this density, and it not possible to draw samples directly from it.
A common choice for the proposal distribution is to use the state transition
density p (xt | xt−1 ), from which it is often possible to draw samples. Under
this condition, we obtain the Bootstrap filter (Gordon et al., 1993), and the
computation of the importance weights in eq. 2.28 simplifies to:
(i)

(i)

Wti = p(zt | xt )Wt−1

(2.29)
(i)

If we resample in every step then eq. 2.27 becomes Wti = p(zt | xt ).
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Figure 2.6: Overview of the steps in a Sampling Importance Resampling
Particle Filter
A general algorithm for such a SIR Particle Filter is outlined in algorithm
1.
2.4.2.6

Particle Filtering on Lie Groups

The performance of a Particle Filter depends to a large degree on the validity
of the state transition model p (xt | xt−1 ), since a good model of the state
dynamics yields a valid proposal distribution. A number of different models
have been suggested for modelling the state dynamics, which vary in their
suitability for different applications.
A particularly simple model is the random walk. In a first order random
walk model velocity is included in the state and is subjected to perturbations
modelled as a discrete-time diffusion process.
Monte Carlo Filtering on Matrix Lie Groups
When the state dynamics of an application evolve on a Lie Group, it is
necessary that the model should conform to its underlying structure. Chiuso
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Algorithm 1 Particle Filter algorithm

5:

1
(i)
(i)
Initialization: Draw n samples x0 ∼ p (x0 ), set weights Wt =
n
for time steps t = 0 to n do
Xt ← ∅
for i = 1 to m do


(i)
(i)
Sampling: xt ∼ p xt | x0:t−1

6:

(i)
Wt

←p



(j)
xt

1:
2:
3:
4:

7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

Importance weighting:



(i)
z t | xt



(i)

Wt−1

end for
for j = 1 to m do
Resampling: draw

(j)
xt

∝p

(i)
= xt



(i)

= Wt

(j)

X t ← X t ∪ xt
end for
end for

and Soatto (2000) present a first-order random walk dynamics model for the
stochastic estimation of state dynamics evolving on Matrix Lie Groups. That
is stochastic differential systems of the form:
dX = ev X dt
dv = dW

(2.30)

where X is a member of a Matrix Lie Group G, v an element of the corresponding Lie Algebra g, and W is a diffusion process on g.
A more informed model of the state dynamics may be obtained by employing
an autoregressive state dynamics model, which predicts the state evolution
based on previous estimates of the state.
Discrete-time State Equations on SE(3)
In Kwon et al. (2007), a framework is presented for particle filter applications
whose state transition evolves on the Euclidean Group SE(3).
The discrete-time state transition equations are obtained via the first-order
Euler discretization of the continuous-time equations on SE(3):
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√ 
Xt = Xt−1 · exp A (X, t) ∆t + dWt ∆t

dWt =

6
X

t,i Ei

(2.31)

i=1



t = [t,1 , . . . , t,6 ] ∼ N 06×1 , Σw



where Xt ∈ SE(3) is the state at time t, A : SE(3) → se(3) is a possible nonlinear map, dWt is a Wiener process noise on se(3) with covariance Σw , and
where E1:6 are the basis elements of se(3):
"

E1 =

0
0
0
0

"

E4 =

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0
0
−1
0
0

1
0
0
0

#

"

, E2 =

0
0
0
0

#

"

0
0
0
0

, E5 =

0
0
0
0
0
0
−1
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

#

0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0

"

, E3 =
0
0
0
0

#

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

"

, E6 =

0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0
−1
0
0
0

#

0
0
1
0

0
0
0
0

,
#

0
0
0
0

(2.32)

Autoregressive State Dynamics on SE(3)
Autoregressive (AR) state dynamics models have been seen to often be a
more informed choice over random walk models since they incorporate past
estimates of the state.
AR models on Lie Groups are considered in Kwon and Park (2010), where
visual tracking is performed on the 2D Affine Group, while for the Euclidean
Group, Choi and Christensen (2011, 2012a) use a particle filter with AR
dynamics for tracking of textured and textureless objects.
For the AR state dynamics the state transition equation in eq. 2.31 then
becomes:

√ 
Xt = Xt−1 · exp At−1 ∆t + dWt ∆t


1
At−1 = λar log X−1
t−2 Xt−1
∆t

where λar is the AR-process parameter.

(2.33)
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Improved Proposal Particle Filtering

In some applications which are computationally intensive, or when the state
space has a high number of dimensions, it is often desired to keep the number
of samples relatively low in order to retain good performance. To this end, it
is advantageous to consider a proposal distribution which better reflects the
target when drawing samples, since fewer particles are required to cover the
regions of high likelihood in the target distribution.
It is not always possible to track with a low number of samples when taking
the transition density p (xt | xt−1 ) as the proposal distribution, since there
is often a significant mismatch between the proposal and target - with the
result that many particles receive low weights and hence a large degree of
redundancy is introduced.
According to Doucet et al. (2000) the optimal proposal distribution with
respect to the variance of the importance weights is given by:


q

(i)
xt | x0:t−1 , z1:t





=p

(i)
xt | xt−1 , zt



(2.34)

In general eq. 2.34 does not have a closed form and as such, is difficult to
sample. However, since the aim is to choose a proposal distribution which
is as close as possible to the target, then under certain assumptions, we can
often find better approximations to eq. 2.34 than the state transition model
by incorporating the latest observation.
Integrating the Latest Observation
Several approaches have been suggested which are based on integrating information from the latest sensor data into the proposal distribution, which
is otherwise discarded when sampling from the transition distribution.
In the Auxiliary Particle Filter of Pitt and Shephard (1999), the particles
which are to receive high weights are determined by simulation in each time
step in order to construct a more informed proposal distribution. This technique is related to the integration a secondary filter in order to compute an
improved proposal distribution. Kalman filters and variants have been suggested as an efficient way to compute the proposal (see e.g. Li et al. (2003);
Rui and Chen (2001)).
By integrating a secondary particle filter, Shen et al. (2005), propose a second
filtering- and sampling-step in each iteration in order to sample particles from
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areas of high likelihood.
2.4.2.8

Improved Proposals in SLAM

In this section we present the application of improved proposal sampling
in two approaches to the Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping (SLAM)
problem.
FastSLAM 2.0
In Montemerlo et al. (2003), improved proposal particle filtering is applied to
the landmark-based SLAM problem, yielding accurate maps with only a small
number of particles. The improved proposal distribution used for sampling
is constructed for each particle and incorporates the particle previous state
[i]
xt−1 , latest odometry and sensor measurements ut , zt , and a data association
variable ct , and is given by:


[i]

[i]

xt ∼ p xt x1:t−1 , u1:t , z1:t , c1:t



(2.35)

In order to derive the sampling distribution, we rewrite in terms of the known
distributions and motion and sensor models (from Montemerlo et al. (2003);
Thrun et al. (2005)):
[i]

p(xt |x1:t−1 , u1:t , z1:t , c1:t )
Bayes

=

[i]

[i]

p(zt |xt , x1:t−1 , u1:t , z1:t−1 , c1:t ) p(xt |x1:t−1 , u1:t , z1:t−1 , c1:t )
[i]

p(zt |x1:t−1 , u1:t , z1:t−1 , c1:t )
=
M arkov

=

=

[i]

[i]

[i]

[i]

η [i] p(zt |xt , x1:t−1 , u1:t , z1:t−1 , c1:t ) p(xt |x1:t−1 , u1:t , z1:t−1 , c1:t )
η [i] p(zt |xt , x1:t−1 , u1:t , z1:t−1 , c1:t ) p(xt |xt−1 , ut )
η [i]

Z

[i]

p(zt |mct , xt , x1:t−1 , u1:t , z1:t−1 , c1:t )
[i]

[i]

p(mct |xt , x1:t−1 , u1:t , z1:t−1 , c1:t )dmct p(xt |xt−1 , ut )
M arkov

=

η [i]

Z

[i]

p(zt |mct , xt , ct ) p(mct |x1:t−1 , z1:t−1 , c1:t ) dmct
|

{z

} |

∼N (zt ;h(mct ,xt ),Qt )
[i]

p(xt |xt−1 , ut )
|

{z

}

[i]
∼N (xt ;g(x−1 ,ut ),Rt )

{z

[i]
[i]
,Σ
)
t ,t−1 ct ,t−1

∼N (mct ;µc

}
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[i]
where mct is an associated landmark defined by mean and covariance µ[i]
ct , Σct .

Hence, the sampling distribution is given by the product of two factors,
the state transition distribution, which is normally distributed with mean
[i]
g(x−1 , ut ) and covariance Rt , and the probability of the measurement given
by a convolution of Gaussians.
In general a closed form solution of this equation is not available, however the
authors construct a Gaussian approximation by linearizing the measurement
function:
[i]
h (mct , xt ) ≈ ẑt + Hm



[i]
mct − µct ,t−1
[i]





+ Hx

[i]
xt − x̂t

[i]

[i]



(2.36)

where mct is the observed landmark, ẑt = h(µct t−1 , x̂t ) is the expected mea[i]

surement given the associated landmark estimate µct ,t−1 and propagated par[i]

[i]

ticle pose x̂t = f (xt−1 , ut ). Hm and Hx are the Jacobian matrices of first
derivatives of h w.r.t. mc and xt respectively.
The Gaussian proposal distribution is then given by the EKF-style measurement update:


[i]−1

T
Σ[i]
xt = Hx Qt

µ[i]
xt

Hx + Rt−1

[i]−1
= Σx[i]t HxT Qt



−1

[i]
zt − ẑt



(2.37)
[i]
+ x̂t

where Rt is the covariance matrix associated with the transition noise, and
[k]
[k]
T
Qt = Qt + Hm Σct ,t−1 Hm
, where Qt is the covariance associated with the
[k]

measurement noise, and Σct ,t−1 is the estimated landmark uncertainty.
When sampling the proposal in eq. 2.35, special attention needs to be given to
the importance weights, which are given by (from Montemerlo et al. (2003);
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Thrun et al. (2005)):
[i]

[i]

wt

p(xt |u1:t , z1:t , c1:t )

=

[i]

[i]

[i]

p(xt |x1:t−1 , u1:t , z1:t , c1:t )p(x1:t−1 |u1:t−1 , z1:t−1 , c1:t−1 )
[i]

=

=
Bayes

=

(
((((

[i]

[i]

((,(
p(x
u(
(1:t−1
1:t , z1:t , c1:t )p(x1:t−1 |u1:t , z1:t , c1:t )
(t(|x

(

((

[i] [i] ((((((
[i]
p(x
|x ( , u , z , c )p(x1:t−1 |u1:t−1 , z1:t−1 , c1:t−1 )
((t((1:t−1 1:t 1:t 1:t
[i]
p(x1:t−1 |u1:t , z1:t , c1:t )
[i]
p(x1:t−1 |u1:t−1 , z1:t−1 , c1:t−1 )
[i]
[i]
p(zt |x1:t−1 , u1:t , z1:t−1 , c1:t )p(x1:t−1 |u1:t , z1:t−1 , c1:t )
η
[i]
p(x1:t−1 |u1:t−1 , z1:t−1 , c1:t−1 )

(
((

M arkov

=

=

η

(
[i]
[i]
(((
(
(
(
p(zt |x1:t−1 , u1:t , z1:t−1 , c1:t )p(x
|u
,
z
,
(
(( 1:t−1 1:t−1 c1:t−1 )
((1:t−1
(
((

(
[i]
(((
((
(
p(x
|u
,
z
,
c1:t−1 )
(
1:t−1
1:t−1
((
((1:t−1

[i]

η p(zt |x1:t−1 , u1:t , z1:t−1 , c1:t )

Hence, by bringing the current state xt into the above equation:
[i]
wt

=

η

Z

[i]

p(zt |xt , x1:t−1 , u1:t , z1:t−1 , c1:t )
[i]

p(xt |xt−1 , u1:t , z1:t−1 , c1:t )dxt
M arkov

=

η

=

η

Z

[i]

[i]

p(zt |xt , x1:t−1 , u1:t , z1:t−1 , c1:t )p(xt |xt−1 , u1:t )dxt

Z Z

[i]

p(zt |mct , xt , x1:t−1 , u1:t , z1:t−1 , c1:t )
[i]

[i]

p(mct |xt , x1:t−1 , u1:t , z1:t−1 , c1:t )dmct p(xt |xt−1 , u1:t )dxt
M arkov

=

η [i]

Z

[i]

p(xt |xt−1 , u1:t )
|

{z

}

[i]
∼N (xt ;g(x̂−1 ,ut ),Rt )

Z

p(zt |mct , xt , ct )
|

{z

}

∼N (zt ;h(mct ,xt ),Qt )

[i]

p(mct |x1:t−1 , u1:t−1 , z1:t−1 , c1:t ) dmct dxt
|

{z

[i]
[i]
∼N (mct ;µc ,t−1 ,Σc ,t−1 )
t
t

}

Again by linearization of the non-linear measurement function h, this can
be approximated by a Gaussian over measurements zt with the following
parameters:
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[i]

[i]

T
Lt = HxT Qt Hx + Hm Σct ,t−1 Hm
+ Rt

(2.38)

Finally the particle weights are computed by:
([i])

wt

1
[i]−1
[i] 1
= |2πLt |− 2 exp − (zt − ẑt )Lt (zt − ẑt ))
2




(2.39)

Grid-based SLAM
In Grisetti et al. (2007), also integrate the latest observation to derive an
improved proposal distribution. The particles are first propagated by the
motion model, then, for each particle, a scan-matching procedure is carried
out to locate the mode. Around this maximum the posterior is locally approximated by a Gaussian.
In this case, the Gaussian proposal is computed not using an EKF-style measurement update, but by unscented transform around the maximum given by
(i)
[i]
(i)0
(i)0
the scan-matcher, x̂t = argmax p(xt |mt−1 , zt , xt ), where xt is the propagated particle pose.
The proposal distribution employed is given by:
Bayes
[i]
[i]
p(xt |mt−1 , xt−1 ), zt , ut−1 ) =

[i]

[i]

p(zt |mt−1 , xt ) p(xt |xt−1 , ut−1 )
[i]

[i]

(2.40)

p(zt |mt−1 , xt−1 , ut−1 )

[i]

where mt−1 is the map of the i-th particle from the previous timestep.
again the importance weights require special attention, in this case they are
given by:

[i]

wt

(i)

[i]

[i]

= wt−1 p(zt |mt−1 , xt−1 , ut )
(i)

= wt−1

Z

[i]

p(zt |x0 ) p(x0 |xt−1 , ut )dx0

The integral is then approximated by a sum computed from the unscented
(i)
transform of samples within around x̂t
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Voting-based Object Detection and Pose
Estimation

The Generalized Hough Transform is a standard technique for fitting the
parameters of a model to observed data in a voting framework. Approaches
to object detection and pose estimation based on vote accumulation techniques similar to the Generalized Hough Transform have been the subject of
a number of recent works.
In Drost et al. (2010) an object model is defined by a number of point-pair
features which describe the relative location and geometry of two oriented
points. Features computed from the input image are then matched to the
model and votes cast in a reduced pose parameter space.

2.5.1

Alignment using Point-pair Features

A point pair is an ordered relation {(m1 , n1 ) , (m2 , n2 )} relating two oriented
points m1 , m2 , with normals n1 , n2 .
Point pair features describe the geometrical relationship of a point pair by:
F (m1 , m2 ) = [kdk2 , ∠ (n1 , d) , ∠ (n2 , d) , ∠ (n1 , n2 )] ∈ R4

(2.41)

where d = m2 − m1 , k · k2 denotes the Euclidean norm, and ∠ (a, b) ∈ [0, π]
denotes the angle between the vectors a, b. These features can be efficiently
matched between scene and model by quantizing the feature space and using
the feature descriptor as a hashing key, in order to access model features with
similar features. Fig. 2.7 shows how F describes two oriented points m1 , m2 .
2.5.1.1

Intermediate Coordinate System

Aligning matching point pairs from scene and model is achieved by aligning
matching scene and model reference points and their normals in an intermediate coordinate system, and rotating around the normals to align the
referred points.
To illustrate this, consider a model point-pair (mr , mi ). A coordinate frame
is defined with its origin at mr , and the x-axis aligned to with the normal
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Figure 2.7: Point-pair feature F describing two oriented points. F1 is the
length of the vector from m1 to m2 , F2 is the angle between
the two normals n1 , n2 , and F3 and F4 are the angles between
each normal and the vector d. (Drost et al., 2010)
nm
r . The transformation from model coordinate to this intermediate frame
is denoted Tm→g .
For a matching scene point-pair (sr , si ), with a reference frame defined by
Ts→g , the transformation Tm→s which aligns the point-pairs is given by composing three transformations. First, mr is moved to the origin and its normal
rotated to the x-axis by Tm→g , similarly for sr by Ts→g . Finally the rotation
by α around the x-axis resolves the misalignment of mi , si . Hence, Tm→s is
given by:
−1
si = Tm→s mi = Ts→g
Rx (α)Tm→g mi

(2.42)

This point-pair alignment scheme is illustrated in fig. 2.8, and defines local
coordinates for parameterizing the rigid transformation describing the displacement of scene and model. For a scene point sr the search space is a
reduced to a pair, (mr , α) which will align model and scene.
2.5.1.2

Voting and Pose Extraction

For a fixed scene reference point sr , the optimal alignment is determined in
a voting scheme for the local coordinates (mr , α).
Matching point pairs cast votes in a 2-dimensional Hough space spanned by
the model reference points, and bins for the angle α. To cast votes, for each
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Figure 2.8: The alignment of scene s and model m, point-pair features in
an intermediate coordinate frame. (Drost et al., 2010)
pair (sr , si ), the matching pairs from the model are found using the feature
descriptors as a hashing key.
For each match (mr , mi ), the angle alpha is determined which aligns (sr , si )
and (mr , mi ) and a vote cast for (mr , α). After all pairs (sr , si ) have been
processed, the peaks in the voting space are determined and pose hypotheses
determined according to eq. 2.42, before repeating for the next reference
point sr .
The authors suggest an efficient way of determining the angle α, by precomputing for each model point pair (mr , mi ), the angle αm which aligns mi
with the half-plane defined by the x- and positive y-axes. Likewise, αs is
computed for each scene pair (sr , si ). In the voting loop, the full angle α is
given by α = αm − αs since Tm→s is given by:

si = Tm→s mi
−1
= Ts→g
Rx (α)Tm→g mi

(2.43)

−1
= Ts→g
Rx (−αs )Rx (αm )Tm→g mi

In a final step, the hypothesized poses are clustered in an agglomerative
clustering scheme which removes isolated poses with low scores and refined
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by averaging the poses in the best clusters.

2.5.2

Enhancing Point-pair Features

In (Choi et al., 2012), additional feature types were proposed which prove
more discriminative at detecting objects which are largely planar, and hence
do not exhibit much variety in surface normals. In addition to the pointpair feature already discussed, they implement features which pair points on
boundaries, as well as pairing boundary lines, and demonstrate their method
in a robotic manipulation task.
Another way to boost the descriptiveness of point-pair features is to consider
colour information as in (Choi and Christensen, 2012b). The authors augment the feature in eq. 2.41 with quantized descriptions of the HSV colour
values of the points.

3 | Method
In this chapter we present in detail the contributions of this Master thesis.
This work builds upon the existing Multi-Resolution Surfel Maps framework
of Stückler and Behnke. (2012), in order to perform 3D object detection,
pose estimation and tracking. Hence we model our object and input image
(scene) using MRSMaps (denoted mm and ms respectively throughout this
chapter).
This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 3.1 we present our 3D object
detection and pose estimation method based on extending MRSMaps with
surfel pair features and, by finding consistent arrangements of pairs between
scene and model, casting votes for the object pose.
Secondly, in Section 3.2 we present our approach to pose tracking in an
Improved Proposal Particle Filter framework. Finally in Section 3.3 we look
at an integrated framework for detection and tracking.

3.1

Voting–based Object Detection and
Pose Estimation with Surfel Pairs

In this section we provide details of our approach to object detection and
pose estimation. Given a known object model mm and a input scene map
ms we seek to detect the object and estimate the pose of the camera with
respect to ms . We extend the MRSMap representation with colour surfel pair
features similar to Drost et al. (2010) and Choi and Christensen (2012b).
Although the point-pair feature of the former performs well for objects with
sufficient variation in surface normals, it has been observed that it is less
discriminative for objects with planar regions or self-similar structure (Choi
et al., 2012; Choi and Christensen, 2012b).
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For this reason we include colour information in our surfel pair feature to
increase its discriminative power. Our surfel pair feature reflects the relative
texture and shape of two surfels si and sj with normals ni , nj .
We construct surfel pair relations from existing MRSMaps, and by matching
pairs between a scene map ms and a model map mm and accumulating votes
in a reduced pose parameter Hough space, we recover hypotheses for the
object pose, which are refined by in an efficient clustering step.

Figure 3.1: Our colour surfel pair feature encodes the differences in geometry and colour between two surfels. f1:4 is defined as in eq 2.41,
while the difference between the Lαβ colours of the surfels encodes contrasts in luminance and chrominance.

3.1.1

Surfel Pair Relation

We define a 7-dimensional surfel pair feature extending the point-pair feature
of Drost et al. (2010) with 3 extra components which describe the relative
contrast in luminance and chrominance between the surfels.
Given a surfel s = (µs , Σs ) with normal ns , we neglect the covariance and
denote the spatial and colour parts of the mean as ps = [px , py , pz ]T and
h

iT

cs = cL , cα , cβ , respectively. For ease of notation we represent this triplet
as s = {ps , cs , ns }.
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As illustrated in fig. 3.1, each surfel pair relates a reference surfel
sr = {pr , cr , nr } with a referred surfel si = {pi , ci , ni }. Our feature is then
defined as follows:

h

F (sr , si ) = kdk, ∠ (nr , d) , ∠ (ni , d) , ∠ (nr , ni ) , dL , dα , dβ

iT

∈ R7

(3.1)

where dL , dα , dβ are given by the difference in the Lαβ colour values of the
two surfels:




 





cL,i − cL,r ∈ [−1, 1]

dL



dc = 
 dα  = ci − cr =  (cα,i − cα,r ) ∈ [−2, 2]
 
 h √ √ i
dβ
cβ,i − cβ,r ∈ − 3, 3






(3.2)

Hashmap Storage for Efficient Matching
We quantize the feature components, as per eq. 3.3, in order to store similar
features in a hash table. For the first four components the values are quantized in steps of ddist and dangle 2π/nangle for distance and angles respectively
(where nangle is the number of bins for the angle component).
The colour components are first rescaled to the interval [0, 1] (we denote
the scaled feature value by fˆi ). The normalized feature values are then
quantized in steps of dlum = 1/nlum , and dchrom = 1/nchrom for luminance
and chrominance respectively (where nlum and nchrom are the number of
bins).






Hashkey f , ddist , dangle , dlum , dchrom =














bf1 /ddist c
bf2 /dangle c
bf3 /dangle c
bf4 /dangle c
bfˆ5 /dlum c
bfˆ6 /dchrom c
bfˆ7 /dchrom c








 ∈ Z7






(3.3)

In a preprocessing step, we compute surfel pair features from the model map
mm . On each resolution r (e.g. r = 0.5, 0.25, . . .) we compute the features
according to eq. 3.1, and their hashing index by eq. 3.3 and store lists of
features, along with additional information for pose computation in a hash
table H.
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The procedure for computing surfel pairs and building the feature hash table
H is outlined in algorithm 2, where the input is the model map mm .
The parameters ddist , dangle , dlum , dchrom are described above, while rstart and
rend specify the resolutions in the map to use, since too coarse resolutions
are not in general meaningful for pose estimation.
The function GetSurfels returns a list of all valid surfels
{(p1 , n1 , c1 ) , . . . , (pnm , nnm , cnm )}r in the model at the specified resolution,
while HashInsert inserts the feature into the hashmap at the specified
resolution.
Algorithm 2 BuildSurfelPairHashTable
Input: Model mm
Output: Hash table H
Params: ddist , dangle , dlum , dchrom , rstart , rend
H←∅
1: for r = rstart to rend do
2:
S ← GetSurfels(mm , r )
3:
for mi ∈ S do
4:
for mj ∈ S do
5:
if i 6= j then
6:
f = F (mi , mj )
7:
I ← HashKey(f , ddist , dangle , dlum , dchrom )
8:
αm ←ComputeAngle(mi , mj )
9:
HashInsert(H, r, I, {mi , αm })
10:
end if
11:
end for
12:
end for
13: end for

3.1.2

. (3.1)
. (3.3)
. (3)

Surfel Pair Alignment

We consider an arbitrary surfel pair (sr , si ) in the scene and assume that it has
a corresponding model surfel pair (mr , mi ). Their alignment is given by the
transformation Ts→m ∈ SE(3) such that mi = xTs→m si , and mr = Ts→m sr .
The alignment of matching surfel pairs proceeds as in Drost et al. (2010),
whereby Ts→m is split into two steps:
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Figure 3.2: Alignment of matching surfel pairs from scene (blue) and model
(green). The alignment is accomplished by transforming the
pairs into an intermediate coordinate frame, aligning their normals with the x-axis and rotating around the x-axis by α. The
planar rotation angle α can be efficiently computed by precomputing the angles αm , and αs which align the referred surfels mi , and si with the half-plane defined by the x- and positive
y-axes (grey).
1. alignment of scene and model reference surfels and their normals in an
intermediate coordinate system
2. alignment of the referred surfels in the intermediate coordinate system
by rotation around the aligned normals
Hence, by
m0r = Tm→g mr
s0r = Ts→g sr

(3.4)

the model reference surfel mr , and scene reference surfel sr are translated to
the
 origin
 and their normals rotated to align with the x-axis. We denote by
m0r , m0i the image of the model surfel pair in the intermediate coordinate




system, and analogously s0r , s0i for the scene pair.
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Since m0i and s0i are in general not aligned, we therefore need to resolve their
misalignment by rotating m0i around the aligned normals by α, and hence
align the object with the scene. The full transformation Ts→g from the sensor
coordinate system to the model coordinate system which aligns object and
scene is given by:
−1
Ts→m = Tm→g
RX (α)Ts→g

(3.5)

Hence, for sr , Ts→m is defined only by the matching model reference surfel
mr , and the angle α.
Pre-computation of α
To allow for efficient detection and pose estimation, an optimization was
suggested by the authors of the original method which allows for fast computation of α at detection time. To achieve this, α is split into α = αs − αm
whereby αm and αs depend only on the model and scene pair respectively.
Hence αm can be precomputed for each pair in the model, and αs computed
once for each scene pair.
αm is defined for a model surfel pair (mr , mi ) as the angle between the
vector m0i − m0r and the upper-xy plane, with αs defined analogously. Then
the rotation around the x-axis is given by

RX (α) = RX (−αm )RX (αs )
= RX (αs − αm )
Algorithm 3 ComputeAngle
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

m m
m m m
Input: mr = (pm
r , nr , cr ), mi = (pi , ni , ci )
m0r ← Tm→g pm
r
m0i ← Tm→g pm
i
v ← m0i − m0r
α ← atan2(−vz , vy )
return α

(3.6)
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Hough Voting Procedure

For a given reference surfel sr sampled from the scene map, assumed to lie
on the object, we seek the optimal object pose, which is parameterized by a
model reference surfel and angle α, and which yields the best alignment of
model and scene.
To determine the most supported mr and α we employ a voting scheme
similar to the Generalized Hough Transform, where, for each reference surfel
in the scene, a voting space is constructed for the parameters of the object
pose.
The voting procedure is carried out successively on multiple resolutions, in
order be robust to the variation in precision of the RGB-D images with
distance of the object from the sensor.
In each resolution the outline of the procedure is as follows:
1. Sample reference surfels from the scene and build surfel pairs,
2. Find matching surfel pair features in model and vote for mr , α,
3. Find maxima in the voting space and compute the resulting poses.
Voting Accumulator
For sr fixed, an accumulator array is defined with a row for each model
reference surfel and columns given by the number of bins for α, giving a
nm × nangle voting space. sr is then paired with other surfels si ∈ S in the
scene, the corresponding surfel pair feature F (sr , si ) computed according to
eq. 3.1 and the hashing key I computed by eq. 3.3.
Matching and Voting
I can then be used to retrieve the list of model surfel pairs with similar features from H in constant time on average. For each matching pair (mr , mi ),
the angle α is computed, and a vote cast in the corresponding bin (mr , α̂) in
the voting array (see below).
Enhanced Voting Procedure
Since α typically falls between two bins in the voting array, we adopt a simple
fractional binning in order to achieve increased robustness. This procedure
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is outlined in algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 CastVote( A, mr , α, nangle )
α̂ = α/nangle
alow = bα̂c
ahigh = dα̂e
A [m
h r , alow )]i← A [m
h r , alow ] +
i (1 − (|α̂ − alow |))
5: A mr , ahigh ← A mr , ahigh + (1 − (|α̂ − ahigh |))
1:
2:
3:
4:

Additionally, we also store the computed values of α during the voting process, and when computing the resulting poses, compute the median of the
values of α which fell into that particular bin, in order to reduce inaccuracy
due to discretization.
Pose Extraction
Once all pairs for sr have been processed, the maximum is found in the
voting space and the corresponding pose computed according to eq. 3.5,
before sampling the next reference surfel. We also add poses with scores
above a certain fraction γs of the maximum.
After all sampled reference surfels have been processed a final refinement
step is used to identify the most supported poses, as described in the next
section.
The complete voting procedure is outlined in algorithm 5. The parameter
λs is the sampling rate for surfels in the scene, while γs is the fraction with
which we accept non-maxima in the voting space. The remaining parameters
are described in the next section. The function RandomSample returns a
uniformly distributed sample from S without replacement.

3.1.4

Pose Refinement

Typically, the pose hypotheses found by the above procedure will contain a
number of false positives. In order to remove isolated poses and consolidate
the more likely candidates, we utilize a refinement process.
We first sort the extracted poses by number of votes, and perform an agglomerative clustering with a fixed threshold on translation δtrans and orientation
δrot , until all poses have been processed.
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Algorithm 5 PoseVoting
Input: Model Hash table H, Scene map ss
Output: Found poses P 0
Params: ddist , dangle , dlum , dchrom , λs , γs , rstart , rend , δtrans , δrot , np
P =∅
1: for r = rstart to rend do
2:
S ← GetSurfels(ss , r)
3:
A ← 0nmr ×nangle
4:
nsr ← 0
5:
while nsr < λs · ns do
6:
sr ←RandomSample( S )
7:
nsr ← nsr + 1
8:
for si ∈ S do
9:
if r 6= i then
10:
f = F (sr , si )
. (3.1)
11:
I ← HashKey(f , ddist , dangle , dlum , dchrom )
. (3.3)
12:
αs ←ComputeAngle(sr , si )
. (3)
13:
Q ← HashSearch(H, r, I)
14:
for (mr , αm ) ∈ Q do
15:
α ← αs − αm
16:
CastVote(A, mr , α, nangle )
. (4)
17:
end for
18:
end if
19:
end for
20:
W ← FindPeaks(A, γs )
21:
for (mr , α) ∈ W do
22:
Ts→m ← ComputePose(Ts→g , Tm→g , α)
. (3.5)
23:
P ← P ∪ {Ts→m }
24:
end for
25:
end while
26: end for
27: P 0 ←PoseClustering(P, δtrans , δrot , np )
28: return P 0
Finally we find the clusters with the highest scores (given by the sum of their
poses) and return the mean pose for the top np clusters.
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Pose Tracking with Improved Proposal
Particle Filter

In this section we present our object tracking approach in detail. We track
the 6-DoF pose of the camera with respect to a known object in a particle
filter framework with improved proposal sampling. The choice of a particle filter for tracking is a good coupling for our detection approach, which
yields multiple pose hypotheses, since the distribution over states is modelled in a non-parametric way. Hence it is possible to consider multiple
correspondences, while convergence to a single hypothesis is made possible
by integrating successive observations.
By modelling the state transition on the SE(3) group, and employing a
simple autoregressive state dynamics model to predict the motion of the
camera in each time step, we achieve an informed state prediction.
An improved proposal distribution further improves the quality of samples
which are then weighted according to the observation likelihood and pose
uncertainty. The tracker is initialized from the detection procedure described
in the previous section, which is also used to reinitialize when the object
leaves then re-enters the field of view of the camera.

3.2.1

State Transition and Measurement Equations

We pose our problem at the estimation of the full 6-Dof configuration of the
camera xt = (Rt , tt ) ∈ SE(3) at discrete time steps t. For convenience we
refer to the pose as xt , its homogeneous transformation matrix by T(xt ),
with rotation R(xt ) and translation t(xt ).
We employ the first-order, discrete-time AR state dynamics described in
Section 2.4.2.6 in order to propagate the particles in each time step:

√ 
g(xt−1 , dWt ) = T (xt−1 ) · exp At−1 ∆t + dWt ∆t


1
At−1 = λar log T (xt−2 )−1 T (xt−1 )
∆t

(3.7)

where xt ∈ SE(3) is the state estimate at time t, At−1 ∈ se(3) is the velocity
estimated in the previous time step (assumed to be part of the state), dWt
is the Wiener process noise on se(3), and exp and log are the exponential
(eq. A.19) and logarithmic (eq. A.20) maps described in Section A.2.3, while
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λar is the AR process parameter. For dWt = 0 this is the deterministic
motion model, g(xt−1 ).
Intuitively, the velocity is given estimated from the displacement of pose estimates between time steps. λar determines to what extent this is incorporated
when propagating the state in the sampling step.
The measurement equation is a non-linear function of the state assumed to
be corrupted by Gaussian white noise.
zt = h (xt ) + vt ,

3.2.2

vt ∼ N (0, Σz )

(3.8)

Observation Representation

At each time step t the current observation zt is an RGB-D Image, from
which we build a scene map mst . In contrast to the full-view object model
mm , the scene map represents the scene as observed from a single viewpoint.
Hence, each node n ∈ mst has only a single meaningful surfel.

3.2.3

Improved Proposal Distribution

Although eq. 3.7 provides an improved motion estimate when compared to
a random walk, when the likelihood is peaked then many particles are still
required to sufficiently cover the areas of high likelihood, and hence a lot of
computation time is wasted on particles which are assigned very low weights.
This is illustrated in Figure 3.3, where the motion model provides a poor
approximation of the target distribution.
(i)

Ideally one would like to choose the proposal distribution as p(xt | xt−1 , mst ),
in order to sample from the meaningful areas of the likelihood function,
however in general this does not have a closed form and as such is difficult
to sample.

3.2.4

Integrating the Latest Observation

Grisetti et al. (2007); Montemerlo et al. (2003) demonstrated how the latest
observation could be integrated into the proposal distribution by an EKFstyle measurement update or unscented transform to improve the quality of
samples (see Section 2.4.2.7 for details).
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of the unimodal case. The state transition density
(blue) often needs to model a high level of uncertainty in order
to sample particles from the meaningful area of the observation
likelihood function (red). By constructing a proposal distribution which also incorporates the latest observation (green),
more efficient sampling can be achieved.
Our method can be seen as similar to those described, our aim is to locally
(i)
approximate the posterior p(xt |mm , xt−1 , mst ) for each particle.

(i)

p(xt |mm , xt−1 , mst )

Bayes

=

(i)

p(zt |mm , xt ) p(xt |xt−1 )
(i)

(3.9)

p(zt |mm , xt−1 )
(i)

=R

p(zt |mm , xt ) p(xt |xt−1 )
(i)

p(zt |mm , x0 ) p(x0 |xt−1 ) dx0
(i)

= η (i) p(zt |mm , xt ) p(xt |xt−1 )

(3.10)
(3.11)

Our approach aims to find the maximum of the likelihood function by a
registration step. Hence, we register he scene map ss towards the model map
(i)0
(i)0
mm in order to find x̂(i)0 = argmax p(xt |mm , mst , xt ) where xt is the initial
guess given by the propagated particle pose. We estimate the uncertainty
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in the resulting pose by computing an approximation to the observation
covariance with respect to the pose.
The computation of the proposal proceeds as follows:
(i)

(i)

1. State propagation according to x(i)0 = g(xt−1 , At−1 )
2. Establishment of associations A between scene ms and model mm
3. Pose optimization via efficient registration
4. Estimation of the resulting pose uncertainty
3.2.4.1

Surfel Association

The propagated pose x(i)0 is used to establish correspondences between scene
and model surfels as described in Section 2.2.4.1 whereby associations are
sought on multiple resolutions starting with the finest available.
We iterate through the surfels si at the current resolution r, and attempt
to establish a correspondence with a model surfel. The query surfel mean is
transformed with the current pose estimate T(x(i)0 ) and an efficient volume
query is performed in the model map to retrieve potential matches. The
size of the search volume is set according to current resolution r. The set of
candidate surfels is then:


Q = sj ∈ mm



d

(i)
i, j; µt



≤γ



(3.12)

2

where d(i, j; x) = µm,j − T(x)µs,i is the difference between surfel means, and
γ = 2 · r.
From the potential matching surfels s ∈ Q, the best match is selected according to three criteria:
1. Distance: kd(i, j; x)k2
2. View Direction: dview (i, j; x)
3. Shape Texture Feature Similarity: df eat. (i, j)
where dview (i, j; x) = vm,j · (R(x)vs,i ) is the difference between the model
surfel viewing direction and the rotated scene surfel viewing direction, and
df eat. (i, j) is the Euclidean distance between the feature descriptors. A limit
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of 0.1 is enforced on the feature similarity, and all three components are used
to select the best match.
The association on each resolution is parallelized in order to improve performance on multi-core CPUs.
3.2.4.2

Efficient Registration

Given a set of surfel associations A, and an initial pose x0 , we aim to find
the pose x̂0 which maximizes the likelihood p(ms | x, mm ) of the latest observation.
The observation likelihood is given, as described in Section 2.2.4.2 by:
p (ms | x, mm ) =

Y

p (ss,i | x, sm,j )

(3.13)

(i,j)∈A

In registering the scene map ms towards the model map mm we minimize
the log likelihood:
L (x) =

X

log (|Σi,j (x)|) + d(i, j; x)T Σ−1
i,j (x)d(i, j; x)

(3.14)

(i,j)∈A

The registration proceeds using the Levenberg Marquadt (LM) method as
described in Section 2.2.4.3 to perform damped Gauss Newton optimization.
LM is chosen since it is efficient to compute, requiring only first-order derivatives. Furthermore, this method is known to be highly convergent, and to
converge rapidly near the optimum.
The aim is to iteratively adjust the parameters of x to find the pose which
maximizes the observation likelihood (hence minimizing the sum of weighted
squared errors):
x̂0 = argminx eT (x) W e (x)
where, e (x) is a vector of residuals, and W is a weighting matrix.

(3.15)
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Covariance Estimation and Importance Sampling

In order to construct a Gaussian proposal distribution, we estimate the uncertainty in the optimized pose, by the observation covariance. A closed-form
approximation of the observation covariance has been proposed (Censi, 2007;
Stückler and Behnke, 2013):
∂ 2L
Σ (x) ≈
∂x2

!−1

∂ 2L
∂ 2L
Σ(s) 2
∂s∂x
∂x

T

∂ 2L
∂x2

!−1

(3.16)

where x is the pose estimate, s denotes the associated surfels from scene and
model maps, and Σ(s) is the surfels’ covariance.
We compute an efficient estimation of the covariance by approximating
the
!
∂ 2L
Hessian matrix according the Levenberg Marquadt update
≈ J T W J,
∂x2
yielding:


T

Σ (x) ≈ J W J

−1

T
−1
∂ 2L  T
∂ 2L
Σ(s) 2 J W J
∂s∂x
∂x

(3.17)

Sampling from the Improved Proposal
Using the method described above, we can estimate the parameters for a Normal distribution from which poses can be sampled. The sampling distribution
is described by the mean µx = [tx , ty .tz , qx , qy , qz , qw ]T , and the covariance of
the first 6 parameters, where t ∈ R3 and q ∈ H denote the translation and
rotation (as a unit quaternion) respectively.
For a multivariate normal distribution N (µ; Σ), a common way to draw
samples x ∼ N (µ; Σ) is as follows:
1. Find AAT = Σ (e.g. by Cholesky decomposition).
2. Sample z = {z1 , . . . , zn }, zi ∼ N (0; 1)
3. x0 = [tx , ty , tz , qx , qy , qz ]T = µ̄x + A z
where µ̄x refers to the first 6 parameters of the mean. The real part of the
unit quaternion qx0 is then recovered by its normalization constraint, and
its sign from the mean. Hence it is trivial to obtain the full rigid body
transformation of x0 = (R, t).
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Importance Weights

For the importance weights we follow a similar approach to Montemerlo et al.
(2003).
Hence for particle k, the maximum likelihood data association is established:
(k)

At

(k)

= argmaxA p(mst |A, xt )

(3.18)

and we compute the weight by exponentiating the log likelihood given by:

L (x) =

X

log (|Σa (x)|) + d(a; x)T Σ−1
a (x)d(a; x)

(3.19)

(k)
a∈At

Σa (x) = Σm,j + R (x) Σs,i R (x)T + Ja Σx JaT

(3.20)

∂T
(x) µs,a and Σx is the pose
for associated surfels a = (i, j) where Ja =
∂x
covariance.
Hence the weights incorporate the observation likelihood and the uncertainty
of the pose. After the importance weights are updated, we resample particles
with probability proportional to the weights.
3.2.5.1

Efficient Computation of the Proposal Distribution

In practice, in order to achieve tracking at high frame rates, an optimization is
required in order to efficiently compute the proposal distribution. We propose
a simple and robust method whereby we do not construct the proposal for
each particle. Rather, we identify the modes of the density p(xt | xt−1 ) and
generate the proposal in the form of a Gaussian mixture distribution, hence
for each particle a sample is drawn from the relevant mixture component.
In order to identify the modes of the transition density we employ a clustering of the particles with a fixed threshold on translation and rotation. For
efficient clustering, a kd-tree is constructed from the position estimates of
the particles. Particles in a limited volume and with similar orientations are
then clustered together until all particles have been assigned.
We further note that when the estimate of the tracker is good, the discrete
distribution given by the particles typically has a single mode. However, after
initialization or when the uncertainy increases, considering multiple modes
can aid robustness.
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Integrating Pose Estimation and
Tracking

The pose estimation and tracking methods are integrated in a single framework for tracking without prior knowledge of the initial pose.
Initialization
In the initialization step, np pose hypotheses are extracted by constructing a
scene map ss from the first RGB-D image z1 , from which surfel pair features
are computed and matched with those precomputed for the model map mm ,
and poses estimated in the voting framework described in Section 3.1
Tracking
Particles are then sampled from the extracted pose estimates in order to
initialize the particle filter. Once initialized tracking proceeds as described
in the previous section. That is, the particles are propagated according the
state transition model, clustered into distinct hypotheses, and for each cluster
the improved proposal distribution is computed. The improved proposal is
then sampled and the sampled particles assigned importance weights.
Once tracking is stable, we can process the observations more efficiently by
focusing on a volume of interest close to the last pose estimation. Hence we
segment away parts of the scene which are well beyond the spatial distribution of the model (which is extracted from the root node of the map before
tracking) under the current estimate.
Reinitialization
Registration failures are handled by falling back to sampling from the state
transition density. However, often such failures are an indication of a poor
pose estimate. Where multiple clusters are present, misaligned poses receive
a low matching likelihood and are resampled, hence the overall quality of the
estimate is not affected.
In some circumstances the object may leave the field of view or be highly
occluded. In this case it is not possible to establish a sufficient number
of surfel associations for robust registration. A number of techniques have
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been proposed for detecting degeneracy in particle filter methods. A simple scheme would be to detect drifting by a threshold on the displacement
between frames.
The Average Likelihood Ratio is a measure of how the average likelihood of
the particles is evolving. Hence low values can point to dropping likelihood
and degeneracy of the estimate. Similarly, the number of effective particles
(N ef f ) statistic, traditionally used for triggering resampling, has been proposed as a measure of the quality of the estimate in Choi and Christensen
(2011), for particle filters where resampling is carried out in each step.
When sampling from an improved proposal distribution, particles often get
assigned similar weights. In this case the above schemes are not always applicable. Instead we propose a simple scheme for detecting loss of tracking and
invoking reinitialization. We monitor the maximum number of associations
established for all hypotheses. If this number drops below a threshold it is
an indication that the estimate is poor, and hence we attempt to reinitialize.

4 | Evaluation
In this chapter we present the experiments and results of our object pose
estimation and tracking method. We evaluate the approach against a recently
published public dataset as well as on additional sequences captured for this
thesis.

4.1

Datasets

We evaluate our method against the RGB-D Object Tracking Dataset (Stückler and Behnke, 2012).
This dataset consists of nine sequences each with around 1100 frames, featuring three objects of different characteristics and challenging aspects such
as motion blur and partial occlusions.
We use these datasets to evaluate our object detection approach on individual
frames, as well as the combined detection and tracking method on the full
sequences.
Four additional sequences were captured for this thesis in order to further
evaluate performance. These sequences in particular feature smaller objects
than those present in the above dataset, in order to assess how adaptable
the method is, while added clutter, partial and total occlusions of the object
pose a challenge for robust detection and tracking.
Figure 4.1 gives an impression of the sequences, and the challenges they
pose. Missing depth results in fewer surfels in the scene map, while the depth
precision of RGB-D is lower at larger distances to the object. Fast motions
and blur are a challenge to tracking, while robustness against occlusions and
clutter is required.
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(b) Distance to object (c) Fast Motions and
Blurring

(d) Occlusions

(e) Clutter

Figure 4.1: Challenging situations: Example frames from sequences used
in the experiments

4.1.1

Object Model Learning and Ground Truth
Capture

Object models are learned using the MRSMap framework. This library provides tools for building object models by fusing views from a training sequence where the camera is moved around the object.
We capture ground truth for the camera pose by attaching reflective markers
to the camera and tracking its configuration using a 12 Camera OptiTrack
Motion Capture system.
All datasets were recorded using an Asus Xtion Pro Live camera in a resolution of 640x480 and a frame rate of 30Hz,

4.2

Testing Environment

All tests were carried out on an Intel Core i7-940 (4 cores + 4 virtualized)
with 12GB RAM.
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(b) Box

(c) Chair

q

(d) Watering Can

(e) Cereal Box

Figure 4.2: Learned Object Models visualized by samples from the surfels
at 2.5cm resolution.

4.3

Overview of Experiments

In this section we give an overview of the experiments carried out for the
purpose of evaluating our method.

4.3.1

Detection and Pose Estimation

We assess the performance of the object pose estimation component against
individual frames from the available sequences.
Since the aim of detection is to estimate the initial pose for tracking, we
evaluate the extent to which the initialization allows the tracker to converge
to the correct pose. To this end we plot the evolution of precision and recall
over subsets of frames when the tracker is initialized by the detection method.
• The sequence is split into batches of 11 frames.
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• In the first frame the detection is run and the recovered poses used to
initialize the tracker
• For the remaining frames we update the tracker and extract the particle
clusters
In each frame, we record the number of true positives, false positives and false
negatives, which are summed for corresponding frame indices {1, . . . , 11} over
the whole sequence. We count a true positive if the pose of camera is among
the hypotheses. We allow a small variation from the true camera pose of
10cm in translation and 15 degrees in rotation. Note, that poses which align
the object well within the scene but do not meet this criteria do not count
as true detections.
4.3.1.1

Performance Measure

We examine the detection performance in terms of Precision and Recall
(Wikipedia, 2013).
Precision =

Recall =

tp
tp + f p

tp
tp + f n

(4.1)

(4.2)

where tp, f p and f n are the number of true positives, false positives and
false negatives respectively.
4.3.1.2

Testing Setup

We evaluate our detection and pose estimation method as described above
on all datasets introduced in Section 4.1.
We used the following setup for our experiments:
The minimum resolution was set according to object size, hence for the Humanoid, Box, and Chair sequences, the slightly coarser resolution of 2.5cm
was used for performance reasons, while for the Watering Can and Cereal
Box sequences, 1.25cm was chosen to provide greater accuracy for the smaller
objects.
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Parameter
Maximum Pose hypotheses
Minimum Resolution
Feature angle (dangle )
Feature distance (ddist )
Feature lum. (nlum )
Feature chrom. (nchrom )
Peak accept level

64

Value
5
1.25cm / 2.5cm
10 degrees
5cm
3
3
0.7

For statistically significant results, all experiments were run 10 times and the
results aggregated.

4.3.2

Pose Tracking

We also evaluate the performance of the tracker against the entire sequences
in order to assess its robustness.
4.3.2.1

Performance Measure

In order to assess the tracking performance of our approach, we examine the
Absolute Trajectory Error (ATE) metric. This metric measures the difference
between points on the estimated and ground truth trajectories.
We employ the evaluation tool of Sturm et al. (2012) in order to compute
the error with respect to the recorded ground truth trajectory.
ATE is given by the Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) in translation between
estimated and true poses:
n


1X
RM SE (P1:n ) =
trans Q−1
P
i
i
n i=1

2

!1/2

(4.3)

where Qi and Pi are the i-th true and estimated poses respectively, and trans
denotes the translational part of a homogeneous transformation matrix.
Since 4.3 can be affected by outliers, in order to assess overall tracking per-
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formance, it is also of interest to consider the median ATE:
AT Emed (P1:n ) = median

4.3.2.2

n



trans Q−1
1 P1




2

, . . . , trans Q−1
n Pn

o


2

(4.4)

Testing Setup

We evaluate our tracking method against all datasets introduced in Section 4.1. The detection procedure is run in the first frame of each sequence
and the tracker initialized with the returned pose hypotheses. In the event
that the track is lost, the tracker can reinitialize itself.
We carried out experiments in two tracking “modes”. For the first set of
experiments, we process all frames in each dataset, while in second set of
tests, we enable real-time tracking whereby frames are skipped.
We used the following setup for our experiments:
Parameter

All frames

Maximum initial hypotheses
5
Minimum Resolution
1.25cm / 2.5cm
Number of particles
25
Maximum LM Iterations
10

Real-time
5
1.25cm / 2.5cm
25
20

The minimum resolution was set according to object size, hence for the Humanoid, Box, and Chair sequences, the slightly coarser resolution of 2.5cm
was used for performance reasons, while for the Watering Can and Cereal
Box sequences, 1.25cm was chosen to provide greater accuracy for the smaller
objects.
For statistically significant results, all experiments were run 10 times and the
results aggregated.

4.4

Results

In this section we present the results, selected plots and a discussion of the
experiments carried out for detection and tracking.
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Object Detection and Pose Estimation

4.4.1.1

RGB-D Object Tracking Dataset
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The plots of precision and recall against frame indices are seen in Figures 4.3
(humanoid sequences), 4.4 (box sequences) and 4.5 (chair sequences). Average frame times for detection and pose estimation on the humanoid, chair
and box sequences are given in Table 4.1.

Figure 4.3: Evolution of Precision and Recall over sets of 11 frames for the
humanoid sequences
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Figure 4.4: Evolution of Precision and Recall over sets of 11 frames for the
box sequences

Figure 4.5: Evolution of Precision and Recall over sets of 11 frames for the
chair sequences
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object
Humanoid
Box
Chair
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Time
0.750 ± 0.226
3.43 ± 0.764
1.20 ± 0.416

Table 4.1: Mean frame processing time ± std. deviation (in seconds) for
the humanoid, box and chair sequences

4.4.1.2

Additional Sequences

Plots of precision and recall against frame index are shown in Figures 4.6
(watering can), and 4.7 (cereal box). Average frame times for detection and
pose estimation for these sequences are given in Table 4.2.

Figure 4.6: Evolution of Precision and Recall over 11 frame sequences for
the watering can sequences
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Figure 4.7: Evolution of Precision and Recall over 11 frame sequences for
the cereal box sequences
object
Watering Can
Box

time
1.05 ± 0.35
0.68 ± 0.22

Table 4.2: Mean frame processing time ± std. deviation (in seconds) for
the watering can and cereal box sequences

4.4.1.3

Discussion

As can be seen from the plots, our method achieves high detection rates of
~95-100% on average. However, the high detection rate is coupled with false
detections, hence the precision for the detection frame is relatively low.
False detections arise from other parts of the scene, or object itself which are
locally similar in shape or texture and result in incorrect associations.
Our choice of the particle filter is clearly justified since, after initialization
with the pose hypotheses, we can see that typically the belief converges on
the correct pose within just a few frames.
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The rate of convergence can be seen to be highly dependent on the object
characteristics. The chair sequences (Figure 4.5) show the most rapid rate
of convergence, typically within 1 or 2 frames, likely owing to its distinctive
shape and texture.
The humanoid (Figure 4.3) and watering can (Figure 4.6) sequences, also
see convergence to the correct pose within just a few frames. While the box
(Figure 4.4), and cereal box (Figure 4.7) converge slowly (but surely) to the
correct hypothesis.
The rate of convergence seems to be highly correlated with the object’s degree
of symmetry or self-similarity. Competing hypotheses which have a large
overlap receive similar weights and hence are hard to differentiate.
The detection time is also related to the object characteristics, despite the
finer resolution, the cereal box and watering can (Table 4.2) have fewer surfels
and hence can be detected more quickly (typically within 1 second). As can
be seen in Table 4.1, the box has the highest detection time, owing to the
fact that many surfel pairs lie on planar regions, resulting in many features
falling into the same bin, which slows down the voting phase. Meanwhile,
the humanoid and chair can be detected in half the time or less, since their
more distinctive shape and texture result in fewer features in the same bin.

4.4.2

Object Tracking

In this section we present the results of our tracking experiments. We evaluated against 13 sequences in total, and each experiment was run 10 times
and the results aggregated.
4.4.2.1

RGB-D Object Tracking Dataset

We present the quantitative tracking results in Tables 4.3 (humanoid sequences), 4.4 (box sequences), and 4.5 (chair sequences).
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all frames
sequence

slow
medium
fast

real-time

ATE
(m)

time
(ms)

ATE
(m)

frames
used (%)

0.0226
0.0265
0.0334

37.5 ± 4.0
38.2 ± 4.6
39.4 ± 4.6

0.0236
0.0264
0.0334

59.5
62.9
60.5

Table 4.3: Tracking results for the humanoid sequences. Median Absolute
Trajectory Error, mean frame time ± std. deviation and percentage frames used for real-time mode

Figure 4.8: Histogram illustrating the distribution of relative translational
and rotational errors for the humanoid sequences
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all frames
sequence

slow
medium
fast

real-time

ATE
(m)

time
(ms)

ATE
(m)

frames
used (%)

0.0234
0.0247
0.0214

73.7 ± 9.0
68.2 ± 18.3
66.3 ± 12.5

0.0235
0.0293
0.0223

40.5
48.3
45.0

Table 4.4: Tracking results for the box sequences. Median Absolute Trajectory Error, mean frame time ± std. deviation and percentage
frames used for real-time mode

Figure 4.9: Histogram illustrating the distribution of relative translational
and rotational errors for the box sequences
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all frames
sequence

slow
medium
fast

real-time

ATE
(m)

time
(ms)

ATE
(m)

frames
used (%)

0.0230
0.0158
0.0359

95.8 ± 17.9
103.9 ± 13.2
93.7 ± 18.4

0.0293
0.0173
0.0406

29.8
29.9
33.4

Table 4.5: Tracking results for the chair sequences. Median Absolute Trajectory Error, mean frame time ± std. deviation and percentage
frames used for real-time mode

Figure 4.10: Histogram illustrating the distribution of relative translational and rotational errors for the chair sequences

4.4.2.2

Additional Sequences

We present the quantitative tracking results in Tables 4.6 (watering can sequences), and 4.7 (cereal box sequences).
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all frames
sequence

1
2

real-time

ATE
(m)

time
(ms)

ATE
(m)

frames
used (%)

0.0247
0.0221

40.7 ± 7.4
43.8 ± 9.5

0.0263
0.0259

56.8
59.8

Table 4.6: Tracking results for the watering can sequences. Median Absolute Trajectory Error, mean frame time ± std. deviation and
percentage frames used for real-time mode

Figure 4.11: Histogram illustrating the distribution of relative translational and rotational errors for the watering can sequences
all frames
sequence

1
2

real-time

ATE
(m)

time
(ms)

ATE
(m)

frames
used (%)

0.0225
0.0183

36.2 ± 10.6
36.4 ± 10.0

0.0277
0.0188

70.9
75.2

Table 4.7: Tracking results for the cereal box sequences. Median Absolute Trajectory Error, mean frame time ± std. deviation and
percentage frames used for real-time mode
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Figure 4.12: Histogram illustrating the distribution of relative translational and rotational errors for the cereal box sequences

4.4.2.3

Discussion

As can be seen from the results and plots, our method robustly tracks the pose
of the camera with respect to different objects and under varying conditions.
Overall
The experiments carried out on all frames of the sequences show typical
Median Absolute Trajectory Error of approximately 15-35mm, while for the
real-time tracking experiments we observed ATEs of ~18-40mm.
RGB-D Object Tracking Dataset
For the first dataset, the best performance was on the box sequences (Table
4.4), where the median ATE was less than 25mm for all sequences. Furthermore, it can be seen in Figure 4.9 that the vast majority of relative pose
errors were less than 50mm, and 0.05rad (< 3 degrees) respectively. Despite
the fact that less than half of the frames were used for real-time tracking, the
performance was not significantly affected, the largest drop (~5mm) being
seen in the medium sequence Figure 4.13 shows just how well our tracker
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estimates the ground truth trajectory on the fast sequence (all frames), with
only a small error in y-direction between frames 300-500.

Figure 4.13: Ground truth and estimated pose trajectory for the box fast
sequence (all frames)
Experiments on the humanoid sequences (Table 4.3) also showed good performance, with only the fast sequence causing our tracker to drift slightly,
however tracking was maintained throughout, while real-time tests saw barely
any deterioration in performance (Figure 4.8). In Figure 4.14 we show the
model rendered at the tracked pose in three frames from the medium sequence. The track is maintained accurately from different viewpoints and
under fast motions of the camera.

Figure 4.14: Robust tracking: Our tracker handles the varying appearance
of the object with ease (left and centre), and copes well with
motion blurring (right)
More mixed results were observed in the chair sequences (Table 4.5), where
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both the lowest and highest median ATE were recorded. Real-time performance in particular suffered on the fast dataset, possibly due to the relatively
high percentage of dropped frames, and the fast motions also proved a challenge when tracking all frames. However, as can be seen from the plots (Figure 4.10), accurate tracking was maintained for the vast majority of frames,
and any misalignment could be resolved.
Additional Sequences
Tracking performance on the watering can sequences was particularly good
(Table 4.6), with median ATE less than 25mm for both sequences on all
frames, while real-time tests only saw a small deterioration in performance
(~2mm), as can also be seen in Figure 4.11.
In order to test reinitialization, in sequence 2, the object is briefly occluded
with a book. Figure 4.15 shows how the track is maintained until the object
is highly occluded, before reinitialization when the track is lost.

Figure 4.15: Reinitialization: While tracking (top left), the target is covered with a book (top centre). Tracking is maintained with
over 50% occlusion (top right). Bottom left: The track is lost
with the object almost totally occluded, and reinitialization
occurs (bottom centre). Bottom right: the track is recovered
from the new hypotheses. [The ground truth is shown as a
pink circle, while the particles are shown as dots coloured according to weight (red for high, blue for low)]
The cereal box (4.7), being the smallest object in our tests, presented a minor
problem for our tracker.
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Performance on the first sequence was steady, however, although the median
ATE is low for both sequences, it can be seen in Figure 4.12 that in particular
the orientation estimate was much less accurate than on other sequences.
As can be seen in Figure 4.16, the orientation estimate is particularly affected
between frames 100-200 and 800-900. Figure 4.17 further illustrates this
behaviour.

Figure 4.16: Ground truth and estimated pose trajectory for the cereal box
sequence 2

Figure 4.17: Orientation uncertainty: With only one side of the box visible
to the camera, the uncertainty in camera orientation grows
(left), when more of the object comes into view, the estimate
improves (centre). The estimate remains good despite partial
occlusion of the object (right).
We noticed this tends to occur when only one side of the box is visible,
which seems to introduce error into the pose estimate. However, although
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the track is somewhat unstable, when more of the object comes into view,
accurate tracking is possible again.

4.5

Summary

In this chapter we presented the results of experiments carried out on our
detection and tracking methods.
In presenting the performance of our detection and pose estimation method
in Section 4.4.1, we showed good performance with high detection rates for
all objects and illustrated the ability of our method to converge to the correct
pose hypothesis.
In Section 4.4.2 we presented detailed results of our tracking experiments.
The results show good performance on all objects, with Median Absolute
Trajectory Error typically below 3cm. Our tracker proved robust against
fast motions and occlusions and was able to reinitialize when the object left
then re-entered the field of view.
We observed a problem with our method when tracking along one side of
planar objects, however the robustness of our method allowed tracking to be
maintained despite degradation in the quality of the estimate.

5 | Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis we presented a novel approach for model-based estimation and
tracking of the 6-DoF pose of 3D objects in RGB-D image sequences. Unlike
many object tracking methods, the tracker does not assume an initial pose
constraint but rather estimates the initial alignment in a voting framework.
We employed Multi-Resolution Surfel Maps as a concise model of object
shape and texture, and by extending the representation with Colour Surfel
pair features, reliably detect the object by finding consistent arrangements
of surfel pair features in scene and model, and estimate its pose in a voting
framework similar to the Generalized Hough Transform.
Our tracking method employs a particle filter which integrates the latest
observation into the proposal distribution in order to sample particles from
regions of high likelihood. We compute the proposal distribution using an
efficient registration method to optimize the initial pose, enabling particles
to be sampled more effectively.
We demonstrated high detection rates and accurate pose estimation of objects with a range of different visual and geometric characteristics. Furthermore, our method has been seen to be capable of robustly tracking the 6-DoF
pose of the camera under a wide range of motions and occlusion. We integrated the pose estimation and tracking methods to allow tracking without
prior knowledge of the initial pose, and enabling reinitialization when the
track is lost.

5.1

Future Work

There are a number of possible directions for future work related to this
thesis. One such avenue would be to consider incorporating object boundary
information into the detection and tracking pipeline, which could further
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improve performance on textureless objects and help reduce uncertainty in
orientation as observed in the experiments on the cereal box sequences.
Another option for future work would be to explore an implementation which
leverages the parallel processing capabilities of GPUs, which could likely give
a performance boost given the choice of a particle filter for tracking.
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A | Fundamentals
A.1

Non-Linear Least Squares Optimization

In parameter optimization we seek to minimize the sum of (weighted) squared
errors between a set of measured values y = {y1 , . . . , ym } and a (non-linear)
function fi (x) parameterized by x. The errors (or residuals) between fitted
and measured values are of the form:
ei (x) = yi − fi (x)

(A.1)

Since we wish to find the parameters of x which best fit to the observed
data, we aim to minimize the chi-squared (χ2 ) criterion, or goodness of fit
measure:
!2

m
ei (x)
1X
χ (x) =
2 i=1 wi
1
= e(x)T W e(x)
2
2

(A.2)

where W = diag(w) is a diagonal weighting matrix for the residuals. Hence
the goal is to adjust the parameters of x to find x? = argminx χ2 (x)
For non-linear functions the optimization must be carried out iteratively. In
each iteration the parameters are adjusted so as to reduce eq. A.2. Here
we give a very brief overview of some popular techniques to carry out the
optimization, and refer the reader to Madsen et al. (2004) for a more in-depth
treatment.
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Gradient Descent

The idea of gradient descent is to adjust the parameters in the direction of
the steepest descent of the gradient of the error function:

hgd = α JT W e(x)

(A.3)

∂ f̂
is the Jacobian matrix.
∂x
Although Steepest Descent methods can be highly convergent, the convergence can be slow close to the minimum
where α is the step size parameter, and J =

A.1.2

Newton’s Method

Newton’s method is an iterative method for finding stationary points, i.e.
points where the first derivative of χ2 (x) is zero. The minimization proceeds
by iteratively approximating the objective function by a quadratic function
around the current value of x:

hn = α H−1 J

(A.4)

where H is the Hessian matrix of second derivatives of f̂ .
Newton’s method converges much faster than Gradient Descent close to the
minimum. However, if the initial guess is too far from the minimum the
convergence can be slow.

A.1.3

Gauss Newton Method

the Gauss Newton method is a variation to the above for minimizing a function under the assumption that it is approximately quadratic in its parameters close to the minumum.
In contrast to Newton’s method, this technique does not require second
derivatives, Instead the Hessian is approximated by JT W J.
In each iteration hgn is found satisfying:
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i

JT W J hgn = JT W e(x)

(A.5)

Convergence is typically faster than Gradient Descent, but slower than Newton’s method, and can fail if the initial guess is poor.

A.1.4

The Levenberg-Marquardt Method

The Levenberg-Marquardt method introduces an additional parameter to
perform damped Gauss-Newton steps:

h

i

JT W J + λI hlm = JT W e(x)

(A.6)

Large values of λ result in Gradient Descent updates, while small values
adjust the parameters according to Gauss-Newton. Far from the minimum,
Gradient Descent provides steady convergence, while Gauss-Newton provides
rapid convergence close to the optimum.

A.2

A.2.1

Lie Groups, Lie Algebras, and the
Special Orthogonal and Euclidean
Groups
Lie Groups and Lie Algebras

We introduce briefly here the key concepts of Lie Groups and Lie Algebras,
for a more in-depth treatment of Lie Groups and Lie Algebras, we refer the
reader to Kirillov (2008).
A Lie Group is a smooth manifold which satisfies the following properties:
• Existence of Identity element: ∃e ∈ G : a ∗ e = e ∗ a = a ∀a ∈ G
• A binary group operation ∗ : G × G → G which satisfies the conditions
of closure, associativity, and which is a smooth map.
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• Existence of Inverses: ∀a ∈ G : ∃b : a ∗ b = b ∗ a = e with the inverse map
denoted by −1 : G → G, which is a smooth map.
Examples of Lie Groups include; Euclidean Space Rn (with the group operation addition), the Circle Group S 1 (with the group operation multiplication), and the set of real-valued orthogonal matrices of dimension O(n) (with
the group operation of matrix multiplication).
A Lie Algebra consists of a vector space g over a field F, and a bilinear
multiplication operation [, ] : g × g → g known as the Lie Bracket, with the
following properties:
• Skew-symmetry: [a, a] = 0, ∀a ∈ g
• The Jacobi identity: [a, [b, c]] + [b, [c, a]] + [c [a, b]] = 0, ∀a, b, c ∈ g
implying anticommutivity [a, b] = − [b, a] , ∀a, b ∈ g
Each Lie Group G has an associated Lie Algebra g, which is the tangent space
of the Lie Group at the identity element. The lie algebra thus describes the
local structure of the Lie Group. Members of g are mapped to members of
the associated group G via the exponential map. For groups over real valued
matrices, which are of particular interest in this thesis, g consists of the set
of matrices A such that for X ∈ A : etX ∈ G, ∀t ∈ R, where eX is the matrix
exponential:
∞
X
1 k
X
(A.7)
eX =
k!
k=0

A.2.2

The Special Orthogonal Group SO(3)

The Special Orthogonal Group SO(n) is a subgroup of the Orthogonal Group
O(n), and consists of orthogonal n × n matrices with determinant +1, with
the group operation of matrix multiplication, and the inverse is given by the
transpose operation.
.
SO(n) = {R ∈ Rn×n | RT R = RRT = I, det(R) = +1}

(A.8)

Since we are concerned with motion in 3 dimensions, we consider in particular
SO(3). This group is of particular interest since it is the group of 3 × 3
rotation matrices. A rotation matrix satisfying eq. A.8 has the following
form:
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R=

h

u v w

i



ux vx wx


=  uy vy wy 
uz vz wz

(A.9)

where u = Re1 , v = Re2 , w = Re3 are an orthonormal, right-handed triad of
unit vectors which represent the orientation relative to the standard basis
vectors e1 , e2 , e3 of R3 . In geometric terms, a rotation turns a rigid body
around the origin, along some fixed axis ê, and through some angle θ. Rotations are rigid body transformations, and hence satisfy the properties of
preservation of distances and angles.
A.2.2.1

Lie Algebra of SO(3)

The Lie Algebra associated with SO(3) is denoted so(3) and is given by the
set of all 3 × 3 skew-symmetric matrices, with the Lie Bracket [, ] given by
the commutator [a, b] = a ∗ b − b ∗ a.
For a vector ω ∈ R3 , we can form a skew symmetric matrix by the operator
∧
: R3 → so(3):


0 −ω3 ω2

0 −ω1 
(A.10)
ω̂ =  ω3

−ω2 ω1
0
The space of skew-symmetric matrices is hence:
.
so(3) = {ω̂ ∈ R3×3 | ω ∈ R3 }

(A.11)

Conversely, the ∨ operator, extracts the components of the vector ω from a
skew-symmetric matrix ω̂, ∨ : so(3) → R3 .
Exponential Coordinates for Rotation
Hence a member of so(3) can be represented by just three parameters,
(ω1 , ω2 , ω3 ), and it follows that a rotation locally depends on only these three
parameters. ω can be interpreted as a rotational velocity vector, representing
ω
at kωk rad/s.
a rotation around the axis
kωk
The rotation matrix R ∈ SO(3) corresponding to ω̂ is obtained by the exponential map, which is given by the Rodrigues formula:
R = eω̂ = I +

ω̂
ω̂ 2
sin(kωk) +
(1 − cos ((kωk))
kωk
kωk2

(A.12)
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If ω = 0 then the result is the identity element.
A logarithmic map is also defined which maps elements of SO(3) to their
corresponding representation in so(3): ∀R ∈ SO(3), ∃ω ∈ R3 : R = eω̂ where
ω is given by:
kωk = cos−1





R32 − R23
ω
1
trace(R) − 1


,
=
 R13 − R31 
2
kωk 2sin(kωk)
R21 − R12
!

(A.13)

The above is not defined if R = I, since the identity represents no rotation
at all, the axis of rotation can be chosen freely.

A.2.3

The Special Euclidean Group SE(3)

The Special Euclidean group SE(3) is the set of all rigid body motions in three
dimensions with the group operator of matrix multiplication. A rigid body
motion is a distance-, and orientation-preserving transformation consisting
of a rotation and a translation:
.
SE(3) = {g = (R, t) | R ∈ SO(3), t ∈ R3 }

(A.14)

Rigid body transformations can be represented in a single matrix form by a
4 × 4 matrix using homogeneous coordinates, of the form:
"

g=

R t
0 1

#

(A.15)

yielding the following representation of SE(3):
(

.
SE(3) = g =

A.2.3.1

"

R t
0 1

#

)
3

⊂ R4×4

R ∈ SO(3), t ∈ R

(A.16)

Lie Algebra of SE(3)

The Lie Algebra of SE(3) is denoted se(3) and consists of the set of all 4 × 4
ˆ giving the Lie Algebra the following form:
twist matrices ξ,
(

.
se(3) = ξˆ =

"

ω̂ v
0 0

#

)
3

ω̂ ∈ so(3), v ∈ R

⊂ R4×4

(A.17)
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Exponential Coordinates for Rigid Body Motions
"

#

ω̂ v
It is clear from the definition that a twist ξˆ =
can be represented
0 0
by just six coordinates, consisting
of a linear part v and a rotational part ω,
"
#
v
its twist coordinates ξ ∈ R6 =
.
ω
As it was for rotations, it is convenient to define two operators ∨ and ∧ which
map between twist matrices and coordinates:
∨

∧

: se(3) → R6 ,

: R6 → se(3)

(A.18)

The exponential map se(3) to the SE(3) group is defined, using the Rodrigues
formula (eq. A.19):
ˆ

eξ =

"

R t
0 1



#

, R = eω̂ , t =



I − eω̂ ω̂v + ωω T v
kωk
ξˆ

The above is defined for ω 6= 0. If ω = 0 then e =

"

I v
0 1

(A.19)

#

A logarithmic map is also defined which maps from SE(3) to the algebra
ˆ
se(3): ∀g = (R, t) ∈ SE(3), ∃ξ = (v, ω) : g = eξ , where ξ is given by:


ω = log(R), v satisfies



I − eω̂ ω̂v + ωω T v
kωk

=t

Since the above is not defined for R = I, in this case ω = 0, v = t.

(A.20)
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